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INTRODUCTION 
At a public hearing held on October 25, 2003 on the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, Mr. Dennis J. 
Schneider, Alliance for Regional Solution to Airport Congestion, submitted comments on the Draft LAX 
Master Plan Addendum.  As these comments do not pertain to the Draft EIS/EIR or the Supplement to the 
Draft EIS/EIR, written responses are not required to be provided pursuant to the State CEQA Guidelines 
(14 CCR §15132).  Nevertheless, written responses to these comments have been prepared and are 
provided herein.   

The comments provided by Mr. Schneider on the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum were provided as 
notes entered directly into an electronic copy of the subject document.  A copy of the comments in their 
entirety is provided in this attachment.  Responses to the comments are provided separately.  In providing 
a written response to each of the comments on the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, the page and 
sequence number of each comment is provided, followed by the text of the comment, and the response to 
that comment.  The page and sequence number are taken directly from the original comments.  In some 
cases, the original comments contain sequence numbers for which no comment was provided.  In these 
cases, the sequence number is not included in the responses. 
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Preface 
Page: 4, Sequence #3 
♦ When will the FAA have a say?  Is the FAA veto only?  In the event of a conflict between FAA 

and the LAWA, who is the referee to determine a final resolution? 

Response:  The FAA has been continually reviewing the Draft LAX Master Plan throughout its 
development.  It is anticipated that the Los Angeles City Council should make its decision on the LAX 
Master Plan in the fall of 2004.  Once the City Council takes action on the selected alternative, the 
FAA will prepare a Record of Decision relative to an Airport Layout Plan (ALP) that depicts the City 
Council's decision.  It is currently anticipated that the FAA’s Record of Decision on the Airport Layout 
Plan would take in late 2004. 

The Los Angeles City Council makes the decision on which alternative to implement.  The FAA issues 
a Record of Decision that depicts the City Council’s decision. 

NEPA and CEQA require that prior to approval of a proposed project, the approving agency/body 
must determine whether the necessary environmental document has been completed in fulfillment of 
the applicable requirements.  In the case of the LAX Master Plan, the FAA will have to determine 
whether the EIS meets the requirements of NEPA prior to approving the project through a Record of 
Decision, and the Los Angeles City Council will have to determine whether the EIR meets the 
requirements of CEQA prior to approving the project by resolution.  Should either or both approving 
authorities determine that the EIS/EIR does not meet the requirements necessary for the agency to 
approve the project, the affected lead agency(ies) would need to assess and determine the nature, 
extent, and process for, providing the necessary information.  Such an assessment and determination 
would depend on the specific facts of, and reasons for, the approval authority's decision. 

Executive Summary 
Page: 17, Sequence #3 and #4 
♦ Didn’t TSA say they prefer one complete baggage check as early as possible? 

Response:  No, the TSA stated that the baggage screening should take place as close as safely 
possible to the aircraft to reduce the distance and time to transport the baggage to the aircraft after 
inspection, to minimize the possibility of tampering. It was envisioned in the Master Plan that a single 
baggage inspection facility would be developed.  The advanced planning process will further refine 
the location and number of screening areas. 

Page: 17, Sequence #5 and #6 
♦ How will emergency response get from the LAX body to the outlying GTC across open public 

areas?  How will evacuation be accomplished? 

Response:  The specifics of emergency response and evacuation provisions and procedures would 
be determined in conjunction with the more detailed advanced planning and design of the GTC.  
Please see Response to Comment SAR00006-6 and Response to Comment SPC00064-8 regarding 
emergency response.  In addition, please see Appendix I of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum 
and Topical Response TR-SEC-1 regarding evacuation. 

Page: 17, Sequence #8 
♦ This increases potential through put for more flights per gate. 

Response:  As discussed in Appendix D, Section 3.1, of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, the 
most constraining component of an airport defines the practical capacity of the entire airport.  In the 
case of Alternative D, the gate facilities are the limiting factor.  The Alternative D airfield 
improvements do not increase capacity.  The taxiway improvements enhance safe aircraft operations 
and reduce the potential for runway incursions.  Enhanced airfield safety is achieved through airfield 
facility modifications that mitigate the primary causes of runway incursions at LAX.  Further, airfield 
safety and improved airfield efficiency are achieved through taxiway development that matches the 
future fleet of larger aircraft.  The increase in runway length proposed in Alternative D would reduce 
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airfield congestion and eliminate excessive coordinated crossings in the air.  None of these airfield 
improvements allow LAX to serve additional demand. 

Page: 18, Sequence #2 
♦ How will baggage be delivered from the GTC?  Will people have to carry it?  Is this defined or 

slated for future development? 

Response:  Please see Section 2.2.8, Ground Transportation Center (GTC) of the Draft LAX Master 
Plan Addendum regarding accommodations for baggage between the GTC and the CTA.   

Page: 18, Sequence #3 
♦ Will the remaining gates be more utilized than ones replaced?  Are they to be modernized to 

handle larger aircraft more frequently?  Will all gates be modernized or only some of them?  
How will this be controlled for limiting future growth? 

Response:  The average size of the gates is increasing as well as load factors, the gates on average 
are very highly utilized and would remain so.  By replacing the remote gates with contact gates, that 
portion of the gates would become more utilized, however there is an overall reduction in gate 
numbers from 163 to 153.  Please see Table 2.2-2 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum.  The 
design day schedule that was developed assumed a fleet mix and a utilization of gates that are higher 
on an annual passenger per gate ratio for all comparable airports similar in size and nature for LAX.   

Page: 18, Sequence #5 and #6 
♦ What controls on cargo access will preclude access to the planes since 50% of the cargo is in 

the belly of the passenger aircraft?  How will cars at the GTC and RAC be screened?  If no 
parking at curbside in these is enacted, how will the cars parked in the adjacent parking 
structures be screened? 

Response:  All cargo destined for passenger aircraft is subject to security screening today and would 
likely be subject to enhanced security measures in the future as technology improves. 

Please see Section 2.2.8 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum regarding vehicle screening at the 
GTC.  Please see Section 2.2.10 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum regarding vehicle 
screening at the RAC. 

Page: 18, Sequence #10 
♦ If the GTC is the "PRIMARY POINT OF PICKUP AND DROP-OFF" were the press conference 

comments that people in the RAC and ITC Green Line transfer areas would go directly to the 
GTC mean that security needs to be able to easily get to all three off-airport sites?  What 
proportions will be initially checked at each site? 

Response:  The security needs, provisions, and procedures for the GTC, RAC, and ITC would be 
determined in conjunction with the advanced planning and design of those facilities.  Please see 
Response to Comment SPC00165-10 regarding vehicle access to the GTC.  Also, please see 
Section 2.2.8,  Ground Transportation Center (GTC) of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum 
regarding security screening. 

Page: 18, Sequence #12 
♦ Will the new ITC become a broad access to other mass transit such as buses and rapid 

buses? 

Response:  The ITC would provide curbfront for charter, regional, and other bus activity.  Additional 
buses will be accommodated at the park-and-ride facility at the Aviation/Imperial Green Line station, 
with access to the ITC via a pedestrian walkway over Imperial Highway.  LAWA will work with the 
LAC-MTA and other transit providers during the advanced planning stage of the ITC to accommodate 
their services. 
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Page: 18, Sequence #14 
♦ For those rental car agencies not included in the 10 consolidated will they be bused to the 

RAC for processing or will people go to the GTC and be transferred to the outlying car 
agencies from there? 

Response:  Alternative D assumes that all car rental patrons of both on-airport and off-airport 
companies would travel from the CTA via the Automated People Mover to the RAC.    Customers of 
off-airport rental car companies would than be shuttled to the individual private company.   The RAC 
would include a passenger drop-off and pick-up curbfront for servicing these off-airport rental car 
patrons.   

Page: 18, Sequence #16 
♦ Will there be separate lines to each facility or will they all be in series?  Will hotel and other 

stops also be included in the same line?  How will security be enacted if people can get on 
and off at the various stops? 

Response:  Please see Section 2.4, Automated People Mover - Alternative D of the Draft LAX 
Master Plan Addendum for a description of the APM system.  Please see Figure 2.4-1 of the 
document, which depicted proposed APM stations.  Please also see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 
regarding security concerns related to the APM. 

Page: 19, Sequence #2 
♦ Since the Jan 2001 document never specified Alt D will this document refer to that 

documentation in table format so that it is consolidated for Alt D review? Where is such a 
table? 

Response:  The Draft LAX Master Plan and Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum documents will not be 
consolidated. However, documentation contained in the Draft EIS/EIR and the Supplement to the 
Draft EIS/EIR is consolidated in the Final EIS/EIR  Please see Table F3-1, Summary of Activity by 
Alternative - 2015 and Table F3-2, Summary of Facilities by Alternative - 2015 for a comparison in 
table format of the Master Plan alternatives. 

Page: 21, Sequence #1 
♦ What accommodations for the additional traffic to the West Employee Parking Garage?  What 

security controls will be in place?  This structure would be a great launching site for attacking 
aircraft. 

Response:  Please see Section 2.3.6, Employee Parking, of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum 
and Section 4.3.1, On-Airport Surface Transportation, regarding West Employee Parking Garage.  
Please see Response to Comment SPC00260-3 regarding security concerns on employee parking 
garage. 

Page: 21, Sequence #2 
♦ The fuel farm is not shown as moving in other detailed drawings.  Will it be too close to the 

new runways? 

Response:  Please see Section 2.6.3 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum describing 
modifications to the fuel farm.  The fuel farm would not be too close to relocated Runway 6R/24L. 

Page: 21, Sequence #3 
♦ The definition of Group VI airfield is not firm.  When the separation distances are found to be 

inadequate in two years will the plan be modified to accommodate the new numbers?  If it is 
so critical to the north side, why is it not done on the south side where the majority of cargo 
facilities are situated? 

Response:  FAA has established separation standards for Group VI aircraft.  Alternative D was 
designed using FAA’s most recent separation standards for Group VI aircraft. 
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Additional constraints exist on the south side complicating the ability to provide additional separation 
beyond the 800 feet designated in Alternative D without undesirable impacts to existing facilities.  The 
difference in runway to taxiway separation between the north and south airfield would allow for NLA 
to hold perpendicular to the north runways without penetrating the runway OFZ.  Although this will not 
be possible on the south side, the center parallel taxiway would provide improvements in airfield 
safety resulting in an expected decreased risk of runway incursions. 

Page: 21, Sequence #4 
♦ Does the People Mover system preclude any other use of the MTA right of way along Aviation 

Blvd?  This will be critical for future development of a mass transit system to support LA 
because this right of way from the South Bay all the way to Downtown LA. 

Response:  The APM does not use the MTA alignment along Aviation Boulevard. 

1.  Planning Objectives 
Page: 23, Sequence #1 
♦ Growth Master Plans for these two airports were previously written when the South Side 

Development plan was done in the late 80s/early 90s.  Why are these not being implemented 
instead of redoing those plans?  If the Alternative D is a result of comments to A, B, & C, why 
are these not deleted from the alternatives? 

Response:  Airport master plans are typically updated every 5 to 10 years. While some of the 
physical improvements recommended in master plans of the late 80s/early 90s might still be relevant, 
other priorities and conditions have probably changed.  For example, Palmdale’s inability to sustain 
scheduled air service was not factored into the old projections, and changes in population growth 
patterns and air service patterns at other regional airports need to be factored in.   

Please see Topical Response TR-ALT-1 regarding the range of alternatives analyzed in the Draft 
EIS/EIR and Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR. 

1.1  Policy and Planning Objectives 
Page: 23, Sequence #3 
♦ If the community needs have been taken into consideration, why has the Manchester Square 

area been designated for airport use when it is currently residential and in Mar 2001 the LA 
City Council determined that it should be put in the Westchester/Playa del Rey Community 
Plan Update as a park because of the paucity of recreation open space in this area? 

Response:  In the proposed Westchester/Playa del Rey Community Plan update, no change in the 
zoning or land use designation for Manchester Square is proposed.  The City is proposing to add the 
following footnote to the Plan: "Area Under Study."  Please see Topical Response TR-MP-3 regarding 
the use of Manchester Square and Subtopical Response TR-MP-3.6 in particular, which addresses 
changes to the General Plan and zoning designations of acquisition areas.  

 
Page: 23, Sequence #5 
♦ The Mayor signed a no expansion pledge and this document expresses the intent to restrict 

present capacity.  Why is it then saying that it plans to add new facilities as a number one 
priority. 

Response:  Alternative D, Enhanced Safety and Security Plan, has been designed to serve a level of 
future (2015) airport activity comparable to that of the No Action/No Project Alternative, and will make 
the airport safer and more secure convenient and efficient.  Alternative D is consistent with the policy 
framework of the SCAG 2001 RTP, which calls for no expansion of LAX and, instead, shifting the 
accommodation of future aviation demand to other airports in the region. 
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Page: 23, Sequence #7 
♦ Shouldn’t safety of residential areas be at the same level as airport users? 

Response:  Master Plan Goal 2 is to ensure the safety of all airport users.  Included in Master Plan 
Goal 5 is the protection of the surrounding neighborhoods. 

Page: 23, Sequence #9 
♦ Efficient operation?  How will baggage movements be accomplished?  This critical action is 

not firmed up at all.  Studies are being released to state that the economic benefits are 
NEUTRAL for Alternative D.  Studies to determine regional economic benefits should be done 
to determine if equivalent expansion/development at locals other than LAX is more rewarding.  
This study should include secondary impacts such as lost efficiencies due to exacerbating 
LAX area congestion and increase pollution resulting in health and social welfare impacts. 

Response:  Curbside check-in facilities would be available at the GTC for those passengers wishing 
to check-in at that location.  In additional baggage carts will be allowed upon the APM system.  

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) Economic Development staff makes 
available the vast economic and demographic data available for the SCAG region, counties, 
subregions, and cities.   Please refer to SCAG’s report, The State of the Region 2003, released in 
February 5, 2004.  Also refer to the 2004 Draft Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) for information on 
the regional economy, aviation and the other transportation modes, environment, and environmental 
justice.  Both of these studies are available on SCAG’s website at http://www.scag.ca.gov.  Please 
also see Section 4.4.1 of the Final EIS/EIR regarding employment and economic output for 
Alternative D. 

Page: 23, Sequence #11 
♦ Use of regional highways is another euphemism for all of the major streets through the 

communities around LAX.  In Westchester-Playa del Rey there is no more room to expand 
these streets without removing homes or moving them far too close to homes.   Additional 
manipulation of signals to foster flow is also limited as the egresses  from the residential 
areas has already limited the number of autos able to leave and pedestrians to safety cross 
streets. 

Response:  Comment noted.  Please see Topical Response TR-ST-4 regarding airport area surface 
traffic concerns. 

Page: 25, Sequence #1 and #2 
♦ The Master Plans already exist for Ontario and Palmdale.  Why were these never 

implemented?  Why, for instance, is a top post still existing to recruit business for LAX 
instead of placing even greater emphasis on other regional airport 

Response:  Master plan updates for both Ontario and Palmdale are currently underway.  The master 
plans will recommend the needed improvements to meet the projected demand for both passengers 
and cargo.  For additional information, please see Topical Response TR-RC-1 regarding the LAX 
Master Plan role in the regional approach to meeting demand. 

Alternative D, Enhanced Safety and Security Plan, has been designed to serve a level future (2015) 
airport activity comparable to that of the No Action/No Project Alternative, and will make the airport 
safer and more secure, convenient and efficient.  Alternative D is consistent with the policy framework 
of the SCAG 2001 RTP, which calls for no expansion of LAX and, instead, shifting the 
accommodation of future aviation demand to other airports in the region.   
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1.2  Facility Constraints 
Page: 25, Sequence #2 
♦ Master Plans already exist for Ontario and Palmdale. Why were these never implemented?  

Why, for instance, is a top post still existing to recruit business for LAX instead of placing 
even greater emphasis on other regional airports? 

Response:  Please see the responses to the comments pertaining to Page: 23, Sequence #1 and 
Page: 25, Sequence # 1 and #2 regarding the master plans for Ontario and Palmdale.  Alternative D 
is consistent with the policy framework of the SCAG 2001 RTP, which calls for no expansion of LAX 
and, instead, shifting the accommodation of future aviation demand to other airports in the region. 

Page: 26, Sequence #4 
♦ Page 1-4 has an incomplete sentence indicating the constrained activity profiles are 

somewhere in Chapter V of the LAX Master Plan Draft. 

Response:  As indicated on pages 1-4 and 1-5 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, the 
constrained activity profiles for Alternatives A, B, and C were discussed in Chapter V, Concept 
Development, of the Draft LAX Master Plan in Section 3.3.2, Final Iteration Constrained Activity. 

Page: 26, Sequence #6 
♦ The footnote stating a 98 MAP estimate for Alt A or B states that it assumes voluntary air 

service adjustments such as reducing the number of flights to LAX. 

Response:  Comment noted. 

Page: 27, Sequence #2 
♦ This basic premise of limiting Alt D via gates indicates an assumption of specific numbers and 

types of gates.  This addendum does not have this detail and in LAX working Group meeting 
LAWA officials were unable to define how gates were to be modified. 

Response:  Detailed information about the Alternative D aircraft gates was described in Section 2.2.7 
of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, Aircraft Gates.  Figure 2.2-4 in Chapter 2 of the Draft LAX 
Master Plan Addendum, 2015 Alternative D Gate Layout and Utilization is a detailed illustration of 
each aircraft gate proposed under Master Plan Alternative D. 

Page: 29, Sequence #1 
♦ Figure 1.2-1 graphs Alternative Capacity Constraints.  Where is the back up materials listing 

the assumptions? 

Response:  Detailed information regarding various build alternatives and their forecast capacities can 
be found in the Draft EIS/EIR, the Draft LAX Master Plan, the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR and 
the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum. 

Page: 30, Sequence #2 
♦ It is commendable that the space utilization rate takes improved modernization into 

consideration.  Has the ground trucking limitation also been considered?  What is that 
limitation? 

Response:  It is not clear what the commentor is referring to by ground trucking limitation.  Please 
see Sections 4.3.1, On-Airport Surface Transportation and 4.3.2, Off-Airport Surface Transportation in 
the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR. 
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1.3  Regional Impact of Alternative D 
Page: 36, Sequence #1 
♦ Note the previous section 1.3.2 states the 2015 regional demand as 146.5 while Table 1.3-3 

shows the 2015 demand as 167 with 30 MAP as potential unmet… 

Response:  Please see Topical Response TR-MP-2 regarding the SCAG Regional Transportation 
Plan. 

Page: 36, Sequence #3 
♦ SCAG forecast of 2015 is 10 years beyond the planning horizon of the LAX Master Plan?  It will 

take almost that long to finish this LAX project.  Doesn’t this plan look that far into the future? 

Response:  As described in Figure S3-15 in the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, 2015 Conceptual 
Summary Schedule, Alternative D could be constructed by 2015.  As described in the Draft LAX 
Master Plan, the LAX Master Plan is a plan for the LAX through 2015. 

Page: 37, Sequence #2 
♦ With 12 years in the future why can’t emphasis to create this infrastructure be done? 

Response:  The cost and environmental consequences involved in upgrading other facilities to 
accommodate extensive international passenger and cargo volume would likely be prohibitive. 

Page: 37, Sequence #4 
♦ Stating that regional airport share matches use demonstrates market balance does not take 

into consideration disparity in ticket pricing and flight availability.  With incentive pricing 
equal to LAX ticket costs many people living in other areas of the LA region would use their 
local airports. 

Response:  Comment noted.  Operations were accounted for in Table 1.3-4 accounting for flight 
availability. 

Page: 39, Sequence #1 
♦ Figure 1.3-2 Forecasts demand based on 1997 information.  The 2000 Census showed marked 

changes and high growth in outlying areas.  If this is to be an accurate representation it 
should use more current information than that of almost 6 years ago. 

Response:  Please see Appendix A of the Draft LAX Mater Plan Addendum regarding the Baseline 
Update. 

Page: 40, Sequence #1 
♦ For 60 minute travel distance assumptions was the "present" SCAG estimate of 36 mph on 

fwy assumption used or the 18 mph for 2015?  Similarly, what assumptions where used for 
economic AND population growth for travellers? 

Response:  Neither.  Please see Response to Comment AL00018-110. 

Page: 41, Sequence #1 
♦ Data Source and dates covered?  The chart says it was prepared in 2002, but what year data is 

this? 

Response:  Data Sources:  US DOT and OAG; Dates:  2000 and August 2002; 

Page: 43, Sequence #2 
♦ Concentration of air service at a primary airport may be true in medium sized markets, but 

other major cities such NY, Chicago, or Washington DC have multiple airports served. 

Response:  Comment noted.  However, even in these multiple airport regions the airlines tend to 
concentrate on one of the airports in the region.  In Chicago, United hubs at ORD while they do not 
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serve MDW.  In Washington D.C., United hubs at IAD and offers limited service out of BWI and 
National.  In San Francisco, United hubs at SFO while offering limited service out of OAK and SJC.  
This is an example of how airlines typically concentrate the majority of their efforts and a single 
primary airport though they may offer some service to other regional airports.  This trend is even more 
pronounced with regard to international service. 

Page: 43, Sequence #3 
♦ Domestic vs Int’l with LAX having a high O&D rate may not bear the assumptions out.   

Response:  Though LAX has a high O&D rate, it plays a very important role in domestic to 
international connections for trans-Pacific travel to Asia. 

Page: 44, Sequence #2 
♦ Recent LA County studies show that Palmdale has a sizeable market that warrants air service.   

Response:  Comment noted.   

Page: 49, Sequence #1 
♦ The argument that Gateways are becoming more important because their % of passengers is 

increasing is spurious.  Explain why this same data can not also be explained by the 
deregulation efforts to concentrate air traffic into specific hubs.   

Response:  Please see Section 1.3.5 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, which described 
various influences on the role of international gateways.   

Page: 50, Sequence #1 
♦ What documentation exists to demonstrate this strong statement?   

Response:  Please see Chapter I, Section 3.2.2, Regional Airport Facilities, of the Draft LAX Master 
Plan.   

2.  Alternative D Development and Refinement 
Page: 52, Sequence #2 
♦ The limitation of growth at LAX is an impetus to growth in other regional airport ONLY outside 

of those owned/operated by LAWA. 

Response:  As described in Chapter 2 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, the Alternative D 
design would encourage other airports in the region to develop facilities to accommodate regional 
demand beyond the level served at LAX.   

Constraining LAX’s ability to accommodate the demand for air travel in the Southern California region 
would likely create stronger demand for increased levels of air service from all other air carrier 
airports in the region regardless of their ownership or operator. 

Page: 53, Sequence #1 
♦ Why do Explosive Detection System (EDS) baggage screening in the CTA instead of at the 

initial point of check in?  Isn’t the objective of closing off the CTA to preclude bombs inside 
the CTA? 

Response:  As described in Chapter 2.2.8 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, Alternative D 
would separate the commercial and private vehicle landside components from the passenger terminal 
facilities and gates in the CTA.  This would eliminate the threat of blast in close proximity to large 
congregations of queuing passengers at functions such as ticketing and baggage claim.  Further, 
Chapter 2.2.8 also stated that the GTC would be designed to accommodate second level security 
screening at any time. 
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Page: 53, Sequence #2 
♦ How would emergency facilities be easily accessible to both LAX and the GTC since they are 

separated by uncontrolled public space? 

Response:  By LAX it is assumed the commentor is referring to the CTA.  The CTA and GTC would 
both be easily accessible to emergency response vehicles and their associated teams via the existing 
and proposed road network.  Though the CTA would be closed to private vehicle traffic it would still 
be accessible by some vehicles such as the FlyAway buses and emergency vehicles.  Emergency 
response teams may use the public space and surface streets in the airport vicinity just as they would 
today.  The public space between the GTC, ITC and other parts of LAX would not differ much from 
public space adjacent to LAX today. 

Page: 53, Sequence #3 
♦ Have any incursions occurred on this side in the past five years?  What Grades -- ie A, B, C D?  

What percentage of these would NOT have been precluded by the separation -- ie operator 
error? 

Response:  Please see Response to Comment SPC00275-28.  It is not possible to calculate the 
number of runway incursions that would not have occurred had the airfield been designed differently 
without being purely speculative. 

Page: 53, Sequence #5 
♦ How can airfield mods improve level of service without adding capacity?  If the purpose on the 

north side is to support NLA how is it explained that the north runways are insufficient for 
fully loaded takeoffs? 

Response:  Airfield improvements can improve level of service without adding capacity because the 
airfield is a system of runways and taxiways.  Alternative D does not add any additional runways.  
Therefore, the total hourly throughput capacity would remain unchanged.  The proposed airfield 
modifications would improve safety and efficiency for taxiing aircraft thereby improving level of 
service.  

As described in the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, the purpose of modifying the north airfield is to 
improve safety and efficiency.  However, the modifications would be designed to safely accommodate 
the Airbus A380, which is scheduled to enter commercial service in 2006.  Airbus has stated that the 
A380 would require 10,000 feet of runway at MTOW for departure operations.  Runway 6R/24L would 
have 11,700 feet of pavement length and a Take Off Distance Allowed of 12,000 feet with the 
application of Declared Distances and a 300 foot clearway west of the runway end. 

Page: 53, Sequence #7 
♦ Although the RAC will have many of the rental agencies in one place, won’t some still be "off 

site?"  There are better ways to connect the Green Line to the CTA wherever it is placed. 

Response:  Yes, it is anticipated that some rental car companies would remain off site and would bus 
their customers from the GTC to their respective facilities.  Please see Response to Comment 
SPHL00022-2 regarding the most feasible alignment of the Green Line. 

Figure: 56, Sequence #1 
♦ Alt D calls for high density mixed use called for west of Sepulveda between La Tijera and 

Westchester parkway adjacent to residential areas. 

Response:  Comment noted.  Please see Chapter 2.9, Collateral Development, in the Draft LAX 
Master Plan Addendum for information about the LAX Northside Plan. 
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2.1  Airside Facilities - Alternative D 
Page: 57, Sequence #1 
♦ Group VI runway spacing criteria have not been finalized by the FAA.  Will the criteria call for a 

change in these runways in another 5 years? 

Response:  USDOT FAA Advisory Circular 150/5300-13 defines separation standards for Group VI 
runways and taxiways. 

Page: 57, Sequence #3 
♦ WOW another runway change potentially done NOT in the present budget estimate!  Will it be 

50’ north or south? 

Response:  Life cycle runway reconstruction would be considered airport maintenance costs and are 
planned for by LAWA.  Repaving north or south, as the commentor suggests, would alter the location 
of the runway centerline, and therefore separations.  If a given runway were widened by 50 feet, 25 
feet of pavement would likely be added to each side thereby maintaining the existing runway 
centerline and separations. 

Page: 58, Sequence #1 
♦ This graphic doesn’t show taxiway E17.  Where is this? 

Response:  It is unclear which graphic the commentor is referring to.  Taxiway E17 is located at the 
westernmost end of Runways 6R/24L and 6L/24R and is perpendicular to the aforementioned 
runways. 

Page: 58, Sequence #2 
♦ Where is taxilane D?  Only 100’ Group V?  Why not make it Grp VI modified at least so it 

doesn’t have to be done twice? 

Response:  Taxilane D is adjacent to the proposed north linear concourse between the CTA and the 
east end of Taxiway E.  As described in the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum on Page 2-10, 
Taxilane D would provide modified Group VI separation for taxiing aircraft approaching the departure 
ends of Runway 6R/24L. 

Page: 58, Sequence #3 
♦ Would removal of this service road complex make parking VIP aircraft on the north 

impractical? 

Response:  No. 

Page: 59, Sequence #2 
♦ This statement differs from verbal briefings in that we were told all NLA operations are on the 

north side. 

Response:  Comment noted. 

Page: 59, Sequence #4 
♦ They may be installing an end around taxiway on the south complex! 

Response:  Comment noted.  An end around taxiway on the south airfield is not proposed as part of 
LAX Master Plan Alternative D.  However, this does not preclude the potential for future construction 
of an end around taxiway on the south airfield. 
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Page: 62, Sequence #1 
♦ What is RVR 06 and RVR 18 visibility? 

Response:  RVR is an acronym for Runway Visual Range.  06 and 18 are aviation speak for 600 feet 
and 1,800 feet.  RVR 06 would mean a Runway Visual Range of 600 feet or a pilot could theoretically 
see 600 feet down the runway. 

Page: 62, Sequence #2 
♦ What are the "declared distances" to be used to make use of the constrained site?  

Highlighted below are the four values.  Is this used to define how near buildings may be 
placed?  If so, what are the values? 

Response:  See Section 2.1.4 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum for a description of Declared 
Distances and their purpose.  No, Declared Distances are not related to buildings. 

Page: 63, Sequence #3 
♦ Does this "clearway " define the area for 25L where the cargo buildings are along Aviation and 

Century?  What values are acceptable? 

Response:  No. 

Page: 64, Sequence #1 
♦ Does the TODA of 500’ on west and 1000’ on east make 24L adequate for NLA?  The 

"apparent" runway would be equivalent to 12,000’ 

Response:  TODA, with implementation of the Alternative D Master Plan, could potentially be 12,000 
feet for Runway 24L.  TODA of 12,000 feet for Runway 24L would only be available if a 300 foot 
clearway is present off of the west end of the runway. 

Page: 64, Sequence #2 
♦ The statement is that there is a 1000’ clearway on the west end for 25L but isn’t that blocked 

by the new employee parking structure? 

Response:  No, the parking structure would not be located adjacent to the west ends of the south 
runways. 

2.2  Terminal/Passenger Processing Facilities - Alternative D 
Page: 66, Sequence #1 
♦ Passenger convenience seems to be enabling the passenger to exercise by toting all luggage 

from the GTC to the CTA. 

Response:  Curbside check-in facilities would be available at the GTC for those passengers wishing 
to check-in at that location.  In additional baggage carts would be allowed onto the APM system. 

Page: 67, Sequence #1  
♦ What is an FIS facility?  

Response:  A Federal Inspection Services (FIS) facility is located at all terminals, which 
accommodate international passengers.  They include Customs, Immigration, Public Health, and 
Agricultural inspections facilities as well as necessary office and support services. 

Page: 67, Sequence #4 
♦ What are the new baggage functions in the new terminal facilities? 

Response:  New baggage systems in the main terminals would include 100 percent EDS baggage 
screening facilities, including a baggage sortation and distribution system for each individual airline or 
airline alliance.  In addition new baggage claim devices would be provided for the passengers to 
claim their luggage. 
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Page: 67, Sequence #6  
♦ A baggage tunnel is to be built despite statements to the contrary!  Will luggage check in be at 

the GTC or not? 

Response:  Curbside check-in facilities would be included in the GTC.  A tunnel was investigated for 
the delivery of baggage from the GTC to the CTA.  Another option investigated, included the 
dedication of one car of the APM system to transport baggage.  The advanced planning process will 
examine this issue in greater detail. 

Page: 67, Sequence #8 
♦ How is compartmentalization accomplished?  The illustrations show open areas.  Where is the 

evacuation plan showing where passengers will be evacuated will be evacuated to the central 
terminal area? 

Response:  The open areas shown on Figures 2.2-2 and 2.2-3 were illustrations of the APM station, 
ticketing and baggage claim areas of the CTA.  These areas are prior to the security screening that 
takes place before ticketed passengers go out to the concourse and holdroom area.  For security 
breaches, the airside secure area would have security doors placed in locations, which would allow 
concourses to be isolated and searched, so that operations could continue in other areas of the 
terminal.  The evacuation of the terminal areas would be out onto the existing roadway system.  For 
passengers on the concourses in the event of an emergency they would be evacuated onto the apron 
area.  Complete evacuation plans would be developed as a part of the advanced planning process. 

Page: 73, Sequence #1 
♦ Explain why the number of gate types handling larger aircraft does not increase capacity to 

handle passengers and cargo.  Since airline space is being increased about 60% explain how 
it will limit to existing capacity.  What are the present gate configurations?  This is based upon 
1996 data what about all of the upgrades implemented since? 

Response:  Larger aircraft can accommodate additional passengers and cargo however Table 2.2-1 
provided a breakdown of the number of existing gates by aircraft type and the proposed number of 
gates.  There is a reduction in the number of large gates, widebody and larger from 76 in 1996 to 58 
in 2015.  The amount of terminal area is projected to increase from 3,997,000 to 6,555,000 to provide 
additional amenities for the passengers and to improve deficiencies within the existing terminal 
buildings.  The existing buildings are currently inadequate to handle the existing passenger activity 
with an acceptable level of service.  Any changes between the 1996 configuration and the year 2000 
were discussed in Appendix A, Existing Baseline Comparison Issues 1996 to 2000. 

Page: 75, Sequence #1 
♦ Despite the call for removal of the west pad gates, please explain why these gates cannot be 

reestablished.  If these west pad gates are used to segregate VIP aircraft where will these 
aircraft be parked in the new alignment?  

Response:  The Master Plan proposes a limit of 153 contact gates.  The area formally used for 
scheduled commercial operations would be used for remote aircraft parking only.  No busing 
operation would occur for scheduled or charter operations.  VIP and operations that may be required 
for security reasons may continue to operate at the west pad location. 

Page: 75, Sequence #2 
♦ Why did gate position mix change between 1996 and 2002 to reduce the group V and increase 

the Group III narrow body aircraft if the industry is going toward larger aircraft?  What area of 
the airport was downgraded? 

Response:   Table 2.2-2 was revised to reflect the corrected data.  There were minor adjustments to 
the fleet mix at the airport due to the addition of the International Arrivals Facilities constructed at 
Terminals 4 and 7.  No area of the airport was downgraded. 
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Page: 77, Sequence #1 
♦ If most of the commuter gates are added on the back of the western terminals will Southwest 

be moved there? If commuter flights are more frequent, won’t moving these gates to the far 
end of the runways make them less accessible?  

Response:  No, Southwest would probably be relocated to the south side of the existing CTA where 
the current taxilane infrastructure between concourses is more compatible with narrowbody aircraft 
fleets.  The commuter aircraft fleet is typically affiliated with a major carrier to provide a certain 
amount of feeder passengers for connections to other cities.  The average distance from the west 
satellite to the end of the runway is substantially less than the distance from the existing United 
commuter facility to the north airfield complex 

Page: 78, Sequence #2 
♦ The statement is made that the GTC will be designated for "second level" screening.  How will 

this be accomplished since there is presently no way to ensure fully controlled delivery of 
either passengers OR baggage from the GTC and the CTA.  Similarly, explain how the ITC will 
be modified to provide the same level 2 screening.  If this capability is "designed in," why isn’t 
it utilized? 

Response:  If second level screening were to occur at the GTC it would also be required to occur at 
the ITC and the consolidated rental car center.  The facilities could be designed in a manner, which 
would allow that to occur.  This would require that all bags be screened or checked -in prior to 
accessing the APM system.  If second level screening were to occur in these facilities a policy 
decision would need to be made regarding meeters and greeters at the airport.  They could either be 
prohibited to ride the people mover to the CTA or they would be required to pass through security 
along with passengers which would increase the demand, size and cost of the security screening 
station. 

Page: 78, Sequence #3 
♦ If re-checked bags are made available at the GTC how will they be controlled?  How will they 

be transported in a fully controlled manner along with non-contiguous site? 

Response:  The bags would be controlled in a positive claim area where the passenger would be 
required to provide a claim ticket prior to exiting the claim area.  The same transport system that 
brings the baggage from the GTC to the CTA would be utilized to move baggage from the CTA back 
to the GTC. 

Page: 78, Sequence #4 
♦ Why is the CNG station being place in an area near all of the passengers? 

Response:  The CNG facility is being placed in the northwest corner of the GTC site on the opposite 
side of the parking garage from the APM platform.  This facility must be placed in a location where it 
can be accessed from public streets.  By placing it in close proximity to the GTC it will reduce the 
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) for commercial vehicles reducing the overall environmental and traffic 
impacts. 

Page: 79, Sequence #1 
♦ Apart from moving the potential for a car bomb impacting checkin gates, how will a similar 

multi-level structure at Manchester Square protect all of the people who are checking in? 

Response:  It is envisioned that the GTC would be a transitional place for passengers and meeters 
and greeters to move from their ground transportation mode to the APM system in a minimum of time.  
This would significantly reduce the occupancy of the GTC piers and the number of people in close 
proximity to the roadway system than what currently exists in the CTA. In addition the new facilities 
can be built utilizing newer technologies in materials and building configurations to minimize the 
impacts of blast. 
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Page: 79, Sequence #3 
♦ How will this transport be done without baggage tunnels that are very questionable in cost 

and safety? 

Response:  Please see the response to page 67, sequence #6. 

Page: 79, Sequence #4 
♦ If baggage is being checked for explosives in the CTA but is being checked by skycaps in the 

GTC, how will bag matching be accomplished?  Why do two checks of baggage instead of 
one? 

Response:  Bag matching would be accomplished prior to going through second level screening in 
the CTA.  The skycaps only check the baggage in and place a baggage tag on it, they do not perform 
the security checks. 

Page: 80, Sequence #2 
♦ Will a tunnel be used or will passengers be given carts to carry they luggage on the automated 

people mover?  How much help would be available to people with their luggage?  What about 
people with children, elderly, or disabled? 

Response:  The Master Plan investigated various options for the movement of baggage from the 
GTC to the CTA.  The baggage tunnel was one of those options.  In all cases passengers would be 
allowed to take baggage carts on the APM system.  All facilities will be designed and constructed in 
accordance with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  The Draft LAX 
Master Plan and Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum are program level documents.  It is acknowledged 
that certain facility improvements and/or issues may require further definition during the advanced 
planning stage in a more specific manner, as necessary and appropriate. 

Page: 80, Sequence #3  
♦ Does this mean that people will retrieve their luggage in the CTA and then recheck their bags 

to the GTC?  How will this massive exercise be accomplished? 

Response:  People who wish to recheck the luggage for retrieval at the GTC would be able to do so.  
Passengers would be permitted to carry their baggage or utilize baggage carts on the APM. Please 
see response for sequence #3, page 78. 

Page: 81, Sequence #1 
♦ One of the arguments for the GTC was that there would be rapid movement of people out of 

the area.  If seating and reception areas are created form meeter and greeters where is this 
rapid movement going to be facilitated? 

Response:  The primary meeter greeter area for the airport would be in the main terminal areas of 
the CTA.  The CTA would provide full passenger and meter/greeter amenities and services.  The 
meeter greeter area of the GTC would be a very limited space to provide some seating areas and 
restroom facilities.  It is anticipated there would be no concessions amenities located in the GTC. 

Page: 82, Sequence #1 
♦ How many languages will the kiosks be capable of handling?  Will there be anyone in this area 

or will it be fully automated? 

Response:  There would be third party personnel who would provide curbside check-in facilities for 
all carriers at the airport.  It is up to the individual airlines to decide whether to staff the GTC with 
support personnel.  It is envisioned that the kiosks would be capable of providing information in 
several languages.  With the rapidly changing array of technological information sources, it is 
anticipated that self-check kiosks would continue to evolve and provide a greater range of capabilities 
than they possess today. 
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Page: 83, Sequence #1 
♦ How will entrance from the North or West be accomplished? Will all traffic be moved to the 

405 Freeway and if so, will the direction signs stating, "LAX next 5 Exits" be removed? 

Response:  Please see Section 2.3, Ground Access and Parking Alternative D for a description of 
the access points for the GTC.  The extent of signage and any required modifications to it have not 
yet been addressed. 

Page: 85, Sequence #1  
♦ If charter bus access is set up in this facility, will public transportation buses also be in this 

facility?  If they are, what holding facilities will there be to aid travellers?  How will baggage be 
handled?  What provisions for people traveling with children, elderly, or disabled? 

Response:  Please see the response to page 87 sequence # 1. 

Page: 85, Sequence #2  
♦ What levels of traffic increase are anticipated on Aviation Blvd., the eastern boundary?  How 

will directions to access to this area be facilitated since it is not near the freeway?  Will the 
traffic be increased along La Tijera, how much?  or via Manchester Blvd, how much? 

Response:  See Section 4.3.2 of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, Off-Airport Surface 
Transportation, for traffic volumes. 

Page: 86, Sequence #1 
♦ How close to the runway clear zone area will this 4 story rental facility be placed? 

Response:  The Master Plan would locate the Consolidated Rental Car Facility outside of the runway 
protection zone.  This location and height would have no effect on the operation of the existing or 
future runway location. 

Page: 86, Sequence #3 
♦ This facility will be for the "on-site" rental agencies, how will it integrate with the "off-site" 

ones?  What % of agencies will be on vs off site?  What % of rental cars will be on vs off site? 

Response:  Off-site airport car rental companies would need to provide shuttle buses to pick up their 
customers at the consolidated rental car center.  Until the Consolidated Rental Car Facility is closer to 
completion it is unknown how many rental car companies would choose to remain off-site and by 
extension how many cars. 

Page: 87, Sequence #1 
♦ If the Bus Plaza is being left at Lot C how will bus riders move from the bus to the trains? 

Response:  The bus plaza in Lot C would be relocated.  LAWA will work with the MTA to determine 
the best location and level of facilities provided. 

Page: 87, Sequence #2  
♦ As Lot C is in the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan area, will the 15% landscaping 

meet it’s requirement for this application?  Will any of the area require rezoning?  What are 
they and how much? 

Response:  The Lot C area would need to meet the requirements and codes for the area which has 
jurisdiction over its use and development.  No required zoning changes would be needed since the 
area currently is occupied by airport-operated parking lots and retail car rental agencies. 

Page: 89, Sequence #1 
♦ The views of the ITC show very large open spaces and long, open areas.  Will there be any 

moving sidewalks or other support for people who can’t walk long distances?  The illustration 
is populated will a small number of people.  What numbers are anticipated to arrive at one 
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time?  If, for instance 5 buses and a train arrive at the same time will people be able to drive 
carts holding luggage?  I note that the there are no carts for luggage visible.  Where and how 
will they be disbursed and controlled? 

Response:  Figure 2.2-8 is an artist rendering of the conceptual facility.  The advanced planning 
process will investigate in further detail the size and configuration of the ITC.  Generally accepted 
planning standards will be followed in terms of determining the need for moving walkways. Luggage 
carts would be allowed on the trains and there would be multiple points in the ITC to access and 
acquire a cart for use.  The ridership numbers and capacity numbers for the APM system were 
published in the Draft EIR/EIS.  The anticipated headway time between trains is approximately two 
minutes, in the event that a train was full, another train would be available within two minutes.  

2.3  Ground Access and Parking - Alternative D 
Page: 91, Sequence #1  
♦ The illustration shows primary access off the 105 freeway; how will this increased traffic be 

handled?  This same 105 freeway stretch is expected to handle the increased truck traffic from 
an increase of 1M-2M annual tons of cargo.  How will this be integrated with the auto traffic? 

Response:  The proposed on-airport roadways would be sized to accommodate the estimated traffic 
volumes exiting the I-105 Freeway to access the ITC and GTC facilities.   Few trucks are expected to 
use the proposed interchange, since it is primarily intended to service passenger facilities.   Please 
also see Topical Response TR-ST-4 regarding airport area surface traffic concerns and Topical 
Response TR-ST-1 regarding cargo truck traffic. 

Page: 93, Sequence #1 
♦ Entry points to the APM are not yet defined.  What are they and how will the non-LAX owned 

parking be accommodated?  What about hotels and other local business access?  Why will 
the APM not provide interference on it’s N-S path for the south runway complex as it was the 
stated reason why the Green Line was not extended.  How will employees get to the West 
Parking garage and then to LAX functions?  How will this consolidated lot be used to deliver 
employees when the Northside Project is implemented? 

Response:  The APM would have stations at the ITC, RAC and GTC.   All commercial vehicles 
including off-airport parking providers and hotel/motel shuttles would drop off and pick up passengers 
at the GTC curbfronts. 

Please see Response to Comment SPHO00004-6 regarding connecting the Green Line to the CTA.  
Also, please see Response to Comment SPHL00022-2 regarding the most feasible alignment of the 
Green Line. 

Please see Section 2.3.6 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum regarding employee parking.  It is 
not expected that future employees of LAX Northside facilities would park in the West Employee 
Parking Garage.   

Page: 94, Sequence #1 
♦ The orange, dedicated road appears to have an access from Century east of Aviation.  There 

are several other yellow streets (assumed to be the existing ones) that do not show any 
ramping to the dedicated streets.  Will these be underpasses?  What is done to preclude these 
streets being used to interrupt the dedicated ones by a truck bomb? 

Response:  104th Street would be closed east of Aviation Boulevard, and its traffic rerouted to 102nd 
Street by means of a new north/south roadway just east of the proposed airport roadways.   102nd 
Street would pass under the proposed on-airport roadway leading to and from the GTC.  Also please 
see Response to Comment SPC00165-10 regarding vehicle access to the GTC.  Please see Topical 
Response TR-SEC-1 regarding security. 

Page: 94, Sequence #2 
♦ The verbally briefed Lennox Blvd. connections are not shown.  Does this mean that they will 

NOT be used?  If they are, how will it be integrated into this.  The La Cienega access is shown 
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below what is now Lot D.  How will the increased levels of traffic in this area be handled since 
many people will get off at La Tijera, La Cienga, and Manchester to take advantage of the La 
Cienega entrance?  How will traffic from these arrive? 

Response:  The Lennox Boulevard interchange at the I-405 Freeway is a proposed improvement in 
the preferred traffic mitigation plan for Alternative D.  Please also see Response to Comment 
SPHF00047-2 regarding Lennox Boulevard and SPHSP00006-4 regarding overall airport access.  

Page: 95, Sequence #1 
♦ Employees would be required to leave their building and go a block or two to escort each 

car?!!  Has this increased loss of work time been accounted for?  How much is this 
anticipated to cost? 

Response:  The Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum states "Employees would be required to escort 
their visitors."  This was not meant to imply that LAWA administration employees would be escorting 
their visitors beginning at the visitors’ parking lot.   Visitors to the LAWA administration building would 
have to travel past a security checkpoint in order to access the parking lot.   Visitors would be 
required to walk to the administration building, under video surveillance, and check in with a security 
guard in the lobby of the building.   Employees would escort their visitor beginning from that point. 

Page: 95, Sequence #2 
♦ What about VIP Limos, etc for entry to the CTA?  How will these be accommodated?  Will VIPs 

be required to access via the GTC whereas Flyaway buses will go into the CTA?  Will Flyaway 
buses be diverted to the ITA so that only the emergency and cleared vehicles will enter the 
CTA roadway system? 

Response:  Limousines would be required to drop off their passengers at the GTC.  From there, 
passengers would travel on the Automated People Mover to the CTA. 

FlyAway buses would be able to access the CTA roadways directly to drop-off and pick-up 
passengers at the terminal curbsides. 

Page: 96, Sequence #2 
♦ If commercial vehicles will enter via Arbor Vitae and Aviation how will they get to the GTC?  Is 

there a planned off ramp of the 405 at Arbor Vitae or will traffic get off at La Tijera and 
Manchester?  The present holding area is quite large.  What is the comparison of present to 
planned areas? 

Response:  Commercial vehicles which are accessing the Commercial Vehicle Holding Area prior to 
picking up a passenger at the GTC would enter this facility from eastbound Arbor Vitae Street east of 
Aviation Boulevard.   From there, commercial vehicles would use the GTC roadways to access the 
various GTC curbfronts.   Commercial vehicles would use the main GTC entrances to drop off a 
passenger at the GTC.   

The Southern California Association of Governments’ Regional Transportation Plan includes a 
planned northbound off-ramp from the I-405 Freeway at Arbor Vitae Street.  However, this project is 
unrelated to the LAX Master Plan.   The proposed Lennox Boulevard interchange would be the most 
convenient exit for drivers on the I-405 Freeway to use to access the GTC or ITC, as the roadways 
would lead directly to these facilities.  

The commercial vehicle holding area for Alternative D is planned to accommodate future demand. 

Page: 96, Sequence #4 
♦ During "rush hours" this is one of the few N-S roads.  It already backs up significantly.  How 

will all of the larger commercial vehicles be accommodated?  Aviation is extensively used by 
cargo trucks at present.  How and where will these truck (and the many additional ones) be 
diverted? 

Response:  Alternative D proposes to add an additional lane of traffic in each direction on Aviation 
Boulevard between Arbor Vitae Street and Imperial Highway.  Additional traffic mitigations at 
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individual intersections along Aviation Boulevard are also proposed.   There are no plans to "divert" 
truck traffic from using this street. 

Page: 97, Sequence #1 
♦ What direction is the view?  If this is west, then I assume the ITA is on the left and GTC on the 

right.  The distances shown on the illustration is much greater.  How will the parking be 
invoked to allow short travel distances?  How will baggage be handled to get from the Green 
Line to the ITC and then, to the APM? 

Response:  This view is an artistic illustration of what the facilities would look like.  This actual 
drawing is not to scale.  Please see Section 2.3.5, Public Parking, regarding parking.  Passengers 
would handle their own baggage from the Green Line to the APM Station at the ITC. 

Page: 98, Sequence #1 
♦ All rental car companies will be located here?  Which will and which will not?  What 

percentage of cars NOT covered by this facility. 

Response:  It is estimated that approximately 8 percent of all rental car patrons would use rental car 
companies not located at the RAC.  

Further coordination with the rental car companies will need to be conducted before the exact number 
of rental car companies utilizing the facility is determined. 

Page: 98, Sequence #3 
♦ If the access to this facility is Airport and 98th then is it anticipated that Arbor Vitae will 

become a main access road?  Will most traffic travel from the north along Airport from La 
Tijera and/or Manchester?  Please provide detail flow information. 

Response:  Drivers could use a variety of arterial streets to access the RAC facility, including La 
Tijera Boulevard, Airport Boulevard, Century Boulevard and Westchester Parkway/Arbor Vitae Street.    
A series of traffic mitigation improvements are proposed in conjunction with the implementation of the 
RAC facility. 

The Draft LAX Master Plan and Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum are program level documents.  It is 
acknowledged that certain facility improvements and/or issues may require further definition during 
the advanced planning stage in a more specific manner, as necessary and appropriate. 

Page: 98, Sequence #4 
♦ Westbound 98th would require an exit on Sepulveda.  Is it the plan to divert all rental car traffic 

via La Tijera and Sepulveda?  How much traffic is involved and how will it be accommodated? 

Response:  Westbound 98th Street would have access to Sepulveda Boulevard northbound.   There 
are no plans to divert all rental car traffic via La Tijera Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard.   Specific 
driveway access and egress for the RAC facility would be determined during the advanced planning 
stage of the project. 

Estimated traffic volumes to the RAC facility during the AM, PM, and airport peak hours are presented 
in Table S18, On-Airport Travel Classification 2015 Alternative D, Mitigated of Technical Report S-2a 
of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.   The traffic mitigations associated with the RAC facility are 
presented in Table F4.3.2-30 of the Final EIS/EIR.    

Page: 98, Sequence #5 
♦ General cargo traffic notation:  How will this cargo traffic get out of the area?  Will it all be 

directed to the 105 Fwy?  What about N-S destinations? 

Response:  Cargo is expected to primarily use the I-105 Freeway, Imperial Highway and Century 
Boulevard.   North and south points may be accessed via the I-405 Freeway.   
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Page: 99, Sequence #2 
♦ Transit users access the CTA from the ITC via APM.  What accommodations for baggage? 

Response:  Presently no baggage handling systems are proposed between the ITC and CTA.  
Passengers would be required to carry their baggage with them to the CTA. 

Page: 99, Sequence #4 
♦ If the Green Line is the Rapid Bus from Downtown, why not send it to the Bus Terminals, or 

better yet, put all of them in one place! 

Response:  It is unclear as to exactly which Bus Terminals the commentor is referring.  The MTA 
does have plans to use their right-of-way along the west side of Aviation Boulevard for a potential 
rapid bus line.   It is likely that the MTA would strive to achieve a connection between the rapid bus 
line and the Green Line.  As with the Green Line, LAWA will work with the MTA to achieve an 
appropriate interface between the rapid bus and the airport facilities to easily accommodate patrons.   
Consequently, the sentence the commentor is referring to in the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum is 
to be revised and submitted as errata in the Final EIS/EIR.  The sentence will read as follows: 

"The Green Line station adjacent to the ITC would also serve as the destination for airport bound 
passengers who would be using the future MTA proposed transit improvements from downtown Los 
Angeles." 

Page: 100, Sequence #1 
♦ This drawing of the RAC shows the center line of the runways.  How far off center must the 

area be clear since the RAC is to be several stories high? 

Response:  The Draft LAX Master Plan and the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum are program level 
documents.  It is acknowledged that certain facility improvements and/or issues may require further 
definition during the advanced planning stage in a more specific manner, as necessary and 
appropriate. 

Appropriate airspace analyses will be conducted to ensure that the facility meets FAA guidelines 
before the final location and height is determined. 

The traffic impact study and the traffic mitigation plan for Alternative D are presented in Chapter 4.3.2, 
Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of the Final EIS/EIR. 

Page: 101, Sequence #1 
♦ This map, Figure 2.3-5 shows parking stalls owned by LAWA.  What about all of the private, 

commercial parking?  How will it be supported to reorient to the new accesses and how will it 
be accommodated?   

Response:  LAWA has no control over the number of parking stalls which private, off-airport 
operators provide.  Shuttles from private parking facilities will be required to pick-up and drop-off their 
patrons at the GTC curbsides.   These shuttles are included in the on-airport and off-airport traffic 
analyses.   

♦ How does this compare with existing parking? 

Response:  A comparison of the existing number of parking spaces versus the number of parking 
spaces provided in Alternative D was shown in Table 2.3-1 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum. 

Page: 102, Sequence #1 
♦ According to these gross numbers the statement that no new parking is being added is 

FALSE.  How do these numbers associate with the map on 2.3-5?  Where do all the non-LAWA 
owned parking come into the equation?  Is the mix of long and short term parking about the 
same or is it being changed?  What are the new comparison numbers? 

Response:  Figure 2.3-5 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum depicted the proposed public 
parking areas and their respective number of spaces based on duration, i.e., short-term and long-
term.  Table 2.3-1 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum listed the existing and future number of 
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spaces based on the facility.  The total number of existing off-airport parking spaces was provided in 
Figure 2.3-5 and Table 2.3-1 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum.  Please see Response to 
Comment SPC00165-16 regarding the split between short-term and long-term spaces. 

Page: 102, Sequence #2 
♦ The East Surface lot appears to be an expanded Lot B.  Where do the extra spots come from?  

Is this to include the spaces from the present Proud Bird?  Is the Proud Bird being removed or 
will it be staying?  If so, what parking will be for the Proud Bird?  Is it double used -- LAX & 
Proud Bird? 

Response:  Please see Section 2.3.5, Public Parking, of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum 
regarding an expanded Lot B.  This does not include the parking spaces from the Proud Bird.  It is 
anticipated that the Proud Bird would remain.  Airport passengers would not use the restaurant’s 
parking lot. 

Page: 102, Sequence #3 
♦ In addition to the two employee lots isn’t there employee parking in the NW corner of Lot C? 

Response:  Some airline employees currently park in the northeast corner of Lot C.  Under 
Alternative D, this employee parking would be eliminated. 

Page: 102, Sequence #4 
♦ How will the employee entrance be screened at the CTA?  Why would employees be shuttled 

away from LAX to take a people mover back? 

Response:  Any employee needing access to secure areas would go through the same security 
screening process that exists today.  Employees would not be shuttled "away" from LAX but rather 
travel a short distance from the parking garage at Century Boulevard and Avion Drive north to the 
RAC APM station. 

2.4  Automated People Mover - Alternative D 
Page: 104, Sequence #1 
♦ On the second, extensive APM route from the ITC & RAC how long will it take?  What 

additional stops are contemplated to accommodate the hotels, businesses, and rental car 
activities. 

Response:  A trip time from the ITC to the RAC was not provided.  However, a typical trip time 
between the ITC and western CTA station, including headway, would be less than 9 minutes.  No 
additional APM stops are contemplated beyond those mentioned in the LAX Master Plan Addendum.  
A potential collector APM serving the hotels and the RAC might be part of the future development in 
the Century Boulevard corridor.  However, this is not a component of Alternative D. 

Page: 104, Sequence #3 
♦ Since the train is going on one side of the CTA and then to the GTC and completing the circle, 

if you got on the "A" train instead of the "B" it could take an enormous time to get to a 
particular terminal without a major walk.  What is to be done to preclude this? 

Response:  Adequate signage would be provided to ensure passengers get on their desired train.  

Page: 105, Sequence #1 
♦ Taking a bus from the parking to an APM station means that luggage must be dragged by the 

traveller at each point.  What accommodations are established to reduce this burden?  Any 
"future" mention in this plan must be done as part of this proposal AND IS NOT PART OF THE 
$9billion estimate.  Is this a way to run a railroad by allowing the inconveniences of having to 
change conveyances? 

Response:  Portable luggage carts would be provided to assist passengers in moving their baggage 
from a parking garage to the APM station.   A driver of a vehicle arriving at the GTC could also drop 
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off passengers and baggage curbside near the APM station, park their car in a garage, and rejoin 
their party.  This is very similar to what occurs today.  

Page: 105, Sequence #3 
♦ The routes established require purchase of the lands behind all of the hotels.  This is in 

conflict with the proposed W-PdR Community Plan which calls for use of this area as a 
walkable support area for travel related businesses and local retail business. 

Response:  Any conflicts with the APM corridor would be addressed by a General Plan Amendment 
and Zone Change.  Although acquisition is proposed along 98th Street, the APM has the potential to 
be supportive of hotel and retail businesses along 98th Street and LAWA is working with the Gateway 
to LA Business Improvement District to address their concerns.  These areas are designated 
subareas 1620 and 1640 on the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update Change Map 
and area 1640 is noted as "pedestrian bridge symbol."   

Page: 105, Sequence #4 
♦ How many stops between the ITC and CTA?  If none, how fast will this have to travel to go the 

approximately 3+ miles in 7.5 minutes? 

Response:  There is one APM stop between the ITC and CTA, at the RAC facility.   

A vehicle would have to travel at a rate of 24 miles per hour to travel 3 miles in 7.5 minutes.   

Page: 106, Sequence #1 
♦ There are no stops noted.  Verbal statements have been made about stops not yet assigned.  

What are the stops to be implemented and why?  Signage, etc. 

Response:  Figure 2.4-3 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum depicted all the proposed APM 
stations. 

Page: 109, Sequence #1 
♦ What is the peak number of passengers in an hour?  How does this relate to 78 MAP?  What 

about if there’s 100 MAP? 78MAP/365=213,700 peo. per day with 50% over nominal in an hour 
it is 11,870 per day 

Response:  Please see Section 2.4.1.2, Landside System Capacity, of the Draft LAX Master Plan 
Addendum regarding the peak hour number of passengers.  Million Annual Passengers (MAP) 
includes both connecting (those passengers which do not use landside facilities) and origin & 
destination (O&D) passengers.  The APM analysis was based on an O&D forecast and therefore 
would not relate to the MAP figures listed above.   

Page: 110, Sequence #1 
♦ How many cycles per hour are assumed?  How many stations are in the assumption?  How 

many people does a car handle?  If each 40’ car carries about 50 people standing (the 
illustration has 6-7 shown) filled then one 6 car train is about 300 people.  If I assume 11 trains 
X 2 cycles per hour plus 7 trains X 1.5 cycles per hour the max hourly capacity would be about 
99000 people?!  189 cars X 300= 56,700 people. 

Response:  Please see Sections 2.4.1.1.1, CTA-GTC Route, and Section 2.4.1.1.2, CTA-RAC-ITC 
Route of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum regarding operating headways.  Figure 2.4-3 of the 
Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum depicted all the proposed APM stations.  Please see Section 
2.4.1.2, Landside System Capacity, of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum regarding APM 
capacity. 
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Page: 111, Sequence #1 
♦ How high would these APM stations be?  Handicap access?  Where will the screening be 

accomplished in this station?  How will luggage be handled?  How will the carts be 
accommodated?  If an elevator is present, how many people with luggage will it handle for full 
evacuation?  Where will the luggage and people screening be done to detect bombs, etc? 

Response:  Please see Section 2.4.1.3, Landside System Stations, of the Draft LAX Master Plan 
Addendum regarding station layout.  The people mover would fully comply with Americans with 
Disability Act (ADA) requirements as part of the design.  Please see Section 2.2.8, Ground 
Transportation Center (GTC), of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum regarding security screening.  
Presently no baggage handling systems are proposed between the CTA, RAC and ITC.  Please see 
Section 2.2.8, Ground Transportation Center (GTC), of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum 
regarding accommodations for baggage between the GTC and the CTA.  The APM cars would 
accommodate portable luggage carts.   

The Draft LAX Master Plan and Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum are program level documents.  It is 
acknowledged that facility improvements such as elevator capacity will be determined during the 
advanced planning stage in a more specific manner, as necessary and appropriate.  Please see 
Section 2.2.8, Ground Transportation Center (GTC), of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum 
regarding security screening. 

Page: 111, Sequence #2 
♦ Are the platforms may be wider than large buildings?  Where will they be placed? 

Response:  The Draft LAX Master Plan and Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum are program level 
documents.  It is acknowledged that certain facility improvements such as platform design may 
require further definition during the advanced planning stage in a more specific manner, as necessary 
and appropriate. 

Page: 112, Sequence #1 
♦ Does this picture imply that the APM is moving buildings to accommodate the APM?  If so, 

which ones and how many?   

Response:  Figure 2.4-5 depicted potential APM views and does not reflect the relocation of existing 
buildings.   

Page: 113, Sequence #1 
♦ If a singe set of APM lines are going to the West Satellite Concourse, what kind of internal 

transportation will facilitate movement from one end of the terminal to the other?  Since it is to 
be at different level, how will people be moved from one level to another?  Since people may 
need carts to carry luggage (not everything is always checked), how with this be done? 

Response:  The Draft LAX Master Plan and Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum are program level 
documents.  It is acknowledged that certain facility improvements and/or issues may require further 
definition during the advanced planning stage in a more specific manner, as necessary and 
appropriate. 

Page: 113, Sequence #2 
♦ Will these APM cars be the same as the other system?  How will they be maintained?  If the 

western end maintenance facility is insufficient how will more cars be brought in? 

Response:  The Draft LAX Master Plan and Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum are program level 
documents.  It is acknowledged that certain facility improvements and/or issues may require further 
definition during the advanced planning stage in a more specific manner, as necessary and 
appropriate. 
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Page:  115, Sequence #1 
♦ If most of the commuter gates are consolidated all in the way back, isn’t this causing more 

people to ride this airside APM and making it less convenient? 

Response:  The location of the commuter gates would not be an inconvenience to passengers.  
Please see Section 2.4 Automated People Mover - Alternative D of the Draft LAX Master Plan 
Addendum and in particular Section 2.4.2, Airside Automated People Mover System, regarding APM 
routes and capacity. 

2.5  Cargo Facilities - Alternative D 
Page: 116, Sequence #2 
♦ This assumes almost a 4% growth per year!  How will the facilities be upgraded to 

accommodate this?  Where will these facilities be placed?  How will the increased truck traffic 
be accommodated, and where will it go? 

Response:  The growth rate in annual tonnage forecast for Alternative D would be approximately 2.5 
percent per year from the baseline year to 2015.  The growth rate in cargo building square footage 
(assuming an equal amount of building were to be constructed on an annual basis which is unlikely) 
would be approximately 1 percent per year between the baseline year and 2015.   

Please see Section 2.5, Cargo Facilities - Alternative D, of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum for a 
description of the proposed cargo developments associated with Alternative D.   

Please see Section 4.3, Surface Transportation, of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, regarding 
increased truck traffic. 

Page: 116, Sequence #4 
♦ If the subject buildings are there by FAA height requirement waiver now, will these new 

building also be waived?  What is the basis of the waivers?  If new TSA/FAA standards are 
added to require additional building space where does LAWA intend to put them?  Will an EIR 
be done or another incremental improvement be used? 

Response:  It is unclear what the commentor is referencing with regard to the phrase FAA height 
waiver.  The existing cargo facilities do not require waivers to be in their existing locations.  There are 
no TSA or FAA standards that would require additional building space and if there were, the locations 
would be determined at a later date and be subject to environmental review. 

Page: 117, Sequence #1 
♦ Table 2.5-1 shows allocation of cargo space.  This paragraph in 2.5 says 6% more will be built 

while the table totals amount to 7% and it is not clear about mail cargo.  Why to these figures 
differ?  Which is correct? 

Response:  154,000 square feet of 2,342,000 square feet is 6.575 percent.  However, as described 
in the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, the numbers quoted are approximate.  Table 2.5-1 of the 
Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, under the Cargo Totals heading, stated, in parentheses, that the 
total excluded mail. 

Page: 117, Sequence #2 
♦ Earlier in 2.5 the 2.3 M sq ft cargo space was used.  This says that the mail cargo is not 

included in this number so the actual number is greater.  What is the total cargo space to be 
created and maintained?  2.5 also speaks of 3.39 M sq ft of apron space.  What about access 
roads and control areas?  How swill this be integrated into the airport and external roadways?  
Who will pay for it and how? 

Response:  If one were to add the two figures in the summary section of Table 2.5-1 in the Draft LAX 
Master Plan Addendum it would calculate a combined total of 2,515,000.  This is calculated by adding 
2,342,000 square feet and 173,000 square feet. 
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Please see Section 4.3, Surface Transportation, of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR regarding 
access roads. 

It is unclear what the commentor is referring to by the phrase "control areas." 

Please see Response to Comment SPC00090-2 regarding who pays for Alternative D. 

Page: 119, Sequence #1 
♦ Table 2.5-2 lists may items without a sf number.  Why?  What should be listed? 

Response:  The table has two headings: New Cargo Facilities and Existing Cargo Facilities to 
Remain.  The total number of building in a given cargo area was listed but no square footage was 
given unless a change to a facility is proposed.  There is nothing that should be listed that was not 
already presented in the table. 

Page: 120, Sequence #1 
♦ What proportion of cargo is handled in each complex presently and what is anticipated for Alt 

D?  Is some more accessible than other?  Is there adequate truck access to each area for the 
anticipated amount of MAT handled?  How will the trucks be routed away from LAX and where 
are they going? 

Response:  Please see Section 4, Cargo Facilities, of the Draft LAX Master Plan for a detailed 
description of each existing cargo facility.  The proportions are not anticipated to dramatically change 
other than the South Cargo Complex West where the total square footage would increase by 
approximately 100 percent.  Please see Sections 6 and 7 of Chapter II of the Draft LAX Master Plan 
regarding On- and Off-Airport Ground Transportation. 

Ancillary Facilities - Alternative D 
Page: 121, Sequence #1 
♦ Is all of the maintenance area presently utilized?  When maintenance space is vacated will it 

be used for cargo?  If so, how will access be coordinated and controlled? 

Response:  Yes, all of the maintenance area is presently utilized.  Vacated maintenance space would 
not necessarily be used for cargo.  Access would be determined along with a decision to change the 
use of a given facility. 

Page: 121, Sequence #2 
♦ How would aircraft be moved to the GRE?  Is it convenient to ALL of the maintenance areas?  

How do the enclosures impact low frequency noise dissemination in addition to "standard 
noise signature?"  18 dBA from 90 dBA still leaves a major amount of noise.  What are the 
specific angles and locations of these units.  Has a noise projection for single event noise 
been made?  What areas areas are impacted? 

Response:  Comment noted.  The operational requirements to get the aircraft to and from the GRE is 
a policy decision that would be made by LAWA when the GRE is constructed. 

Alternative D would include two new 90,000-square foot Ground Run-up Enclosures (GRE) at the 
airport.  One GRE would be located on the west side of the airport, south of World Way West and 
east of the airline maintenance complex.  An additional GRE would be located on the east side of the 
airport, south of the existing Delta airlines maintenance facility. 

The noise analysis was done in complete compliance with appropriate FAA and scientific principles 
including FAA Order 1050.10 and Order 5050.4A.  There are no state or federal requirements for low 
frequency measurements and mitigation, nor are there any standards in use to define the significance 
of low frequency noise in evaluations of land use compatibility.  Consequently, low frequency noise 
was not addressed in the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR. 

The Draft LAX Master Plan and Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum are program level documents.  It is 
acknowledged that certain facility improvements and/or issues may require further definition during 
the advanced planning stage in a more specific manner, as necessary and appropriate. 
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The Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR addressed single event noise impacts associated with 
Alternative D in Section 4.1, Noise, and Section 4.2, Land Use.  Supporting technical data and 
analyses are provided in Appendix S-C and Technical Report S-1 of the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR. 

Because the locations have not changed and the mix of aircraft types are, on the whole, quieter than 
those present during the 1996 baseline condition presented in Figure 3, Current Ground Noise 
Pattern, of Appendix D, Aircraft Noise Technical Report, of the Draft EIS/EIR, the noise exposure 
pattern for 2000 run-up conditions will not be greater than that of the baseline condition, and does not 
affect the location of CNEL contours beyond the airport boundary.   

Page: 121, Sequence #4 
♦ If the fuel farm remains the same capacity, how will it handle the expanded requirements for 

fuel? 

Response:  It is projected that the capacity of the existing fuel farm would be sufficient to meet the 
requirements for fuel under both the No Action/No Project Alternative and Alternative D. 

Page: 122, Sequence #1 
♦ Why are the administrative offices remaining in the same?  WHEN LAWA moves these 

facilities, what will be put in their place?  These were supposed to be moved to the Northside 
Development some time ago? 

Response:   

There are no plans for LAWA to move their administrative offices under Alternative D. 

Page: 122, Sequence #2 
♦ What about the maintenance facilities east of LAX off La Cienega off Lot B?  Are these 

facilities being replaced or moved?  What will be put in place of these buildings? 

Response:  There are two facilities adjacent to Lot B and La Cienega Blvd.  The City Freight Lines 
Building would be removed and replaced by surface parking.  The existing Customs Service building 
would remain in its existing location.  Figure 2.0-3, 2015 Alternative D Enhanced Safety and Security 
Plan, in the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, depicted the proposed uses for this area of the airport 
under Alternative D. 

Page: 122, Sequence #5 
♦ We’ve heard verbally that this check facility will also be used for walk in traffic.  How will 

baggage and screening be handled?  

Response:  The security screening checkpoint located at the Park One site would be for the 
screening of vehicles which would be allowed to access the CTA, this includes FlyAway buses, 
delivery vehicles, and employees such as the FAA and airport administration.  Passengers would not 
be allowed to walk into the CTA, and would not  be accommodated at this checkpoint. 

Page: 123, Sequence #1 
♦ This drawing shows that the Proud Bird remains.  Is this true?  If not, what will be located 

here? 

Response:  It is anticipated that the Proud Bird would remain in its existing location under Alternative 
D. 

Page: 124, Sequence #1 
♦ At what angle will these enclosures be placed? 

Response:  The Draft LAX Master Plan and Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum are program level 
documents.  It is acknowledged that certain facility improvements and/or issues may require further 
definition during the advanced planning stage in a more specific manner, as necessary and 
appropriate. 
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Page: 125, Sequence #1 
♦ How would these fire stations have easy access to Manchester Square, the RAC, or ITC?  How 

will these fire stations coordinate with the new City FD in the Northside Development shown in 
figure 2.6-1?  How will disaster victims be transported and to where?   

Response:  Fire Station 95 at the southeast corner of Century Boulevard and International Road 
between Airport and Aviation Boulevards is located close to Manchester Square, the RTC, and the 
ITC.  Emergency response teams may use the public space and surface streets in the airport vicinity 
just as they would today.  The public space between the GTC, ITC and other parts of LAX would not 
differ much from public space adjacent to LAX today. 

Fire Station No. 5 was not shown on Figure 2.6-1 because it is not part of the Master Plan. The Los 
Angeles Fire Department is responsible for coordination of all its resources, including on- and off-
airport fire stations.  Proposition F, approved in November 2000 provides funding to support the 
relocation and expansion of LAFD Fire Station 5.  Station 5 will be relocated to 8900 Emerson 
Avenue, which is within the LAX Northside project area and the station's existing service area. 

The Draft LAX Master Plan and Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum are program level documents.  It is 
acknowledged that certain facility improvements and/or issues such as evacuation procedures may 
require further definition during the advanced planning stage in a more specific manner. 

Page: 126, Sequence #1 
♦ An LNG electrical generating facility was approved for the American Terminal.  Where is this 

identified in the plan? 

Response:  Improvements made to Terminal 4 were not part of the Master Plan.  Any improvements 
made to Terminal 4 were made under separate environmental analysis. 

Page: 126, Sequence #3 
♦ What amount of CNG will be stored there?  This is located at the NW corner of Manchester 

Square.  Will access be only from Arbor Vitae/Aviation or from within the GTC entrances?  
How will security be maintained? What level of traffic is this expected to generate and of what 
type? 

Response:  Space would be provided at the southeast corner of Arbor Vitae Street and Aviation 
Boulevard in the GTC to replicate the existing CNG facility.  Access to the CNG facility would be from 
the GTC roadway system.  Please see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 regarding security issues.  
Similar to the existing CNG facility, it is anticipated that LAWA-owned CNG-powered vehicles would 
use the CNG facility at the GTC.    

2.7  Land Acquisition - Alternative D 
Page: 129, Sequence #2 
♦ Who will decide what to condemn and when? 

Response:  LAWA is responsible for implementing the existing Manchester Square/Belford ANMP 
Relocation Plan, and would be the lead agency should any condemnation actions be necessary. 

Page: 130, Sequence # 1 
♦ Does this include lands north of Arbor Vitae?  Are all of the other 36 businesses within 

Manchester Square?  If 3676 private parking spaces are removed, are they being replaced?  
The 9 acres of rental car space is also west of Manchester Square.  What is it’s use?  Does the 
easements of the MTA line along Aviation and 4 property owners preclude future extension of 
the Green Line?  If not, why not.  How will the future Green Line extension be protected?  
What is planned for these properties that are not inside Manchester Square? 

Response:  Land acquisition under Alternative D would not include properties located north of Arbor 
Vitae. 
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Ten businesses would be relocated from Manchester Square (Master Plan Area D).  Table 2.7-2, 
Alternative D - Parcel Detail of Acquisition Areas, in the Draft Master Addendum, provided the 
proposed list of properties and locations that would be acquired under Alternative D.  The Master 
Plan Acquisition Areas and Map Reference numbers listed in Table 2.7-2 are keyed to Figure 2.7-1, 
Alternative D, Proposed Property Acquisition Areas, which depicted the locations of each parcel in 
their respective Master Plan acquisition areas. 

Please see Section 2.3.5, Public Parking, of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum regarding future 
on- and off-airport parking. 

Figure 2.3-4, Alternative D RAC Facility, in the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, depicted the 
proposed uses for the 9-acre rental car area west of Manchester Square. 

The easements do not preclude future extension of the Green Line.  The right-of-way goes along the 
railway line.  Please see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 regarding Security. 

Table 2.7-2, Alternative D - Parcel Detail of Acquisition Areas, in the Draft LAX Master Addendum, 
provided the target relocation areas for the properties proposed for acquisition under Alternative D.  
Please see Section 2.8, Relocation -  Alternative D of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum which 
addressed the relocation of properties under Alternative D in more detail. 

Page: 130, Sequence #2 
♦ This table assumes all of residential areas of Manchester Square and Belford Area are already 

procured.  Since they are not included in this table, what is the anticipated cost for 
procurement of these housing units? 

Response:  Please see Topical Response TR-MP-3 regarding the use of Manchester Square in 
Alternative D, and how property acquisition within Manchester Square was initiated, and will continue 
to occur, separate from the LAX Master Plan. 

2.8  Relocation - Alternative D 
Page: 134, Sequence #1 
♦ When will business be relocated into the Northside Development?  Is there a building 

schedule for this?  What is it? 

Response:  Figure F3-20, 2015 Alternative D, Conceptual Summary Schedule, in the Final EIS/EIR 
depicts when the acquisition of Manchester Square is scheduled to occur. There are not yet specific 
development plans for LAX Northside. The businesses that are eligible to relocate to LAX Northside 
also would have the option of relocating within existing LAWA property or the local market. Please 
see Mitigation Measure MM-RBR-1 regarding phasing to maximize relocation opportunities. 

Page: 136, Sequence #1 
♦ There are additional businesses along Aviation between 102nd and 104th.  Is this land already 

owned by LAWA?   When was it procured?  How will these businesses be relocated (or will 
they)? 

Response:  The businesses along Aviation between 102nd and 104th are identified as Map 
Reference numbers 47, 48 and 49 in Master Plan Acquisition Area E.  These properties are not 
owned by LAWA.  Only a small portion of these properties would be acquired for road widening and 
none of these businesses would be relocated.  Please see Table 2.7-2, Alternative D - Parcel Detail 
of Acquisition Areas, in the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum for more information on these three 
properties. 

Page: 136, Sequence #2 
♦ These area E businesses are located adjacent to the cargo area off Aviation.  If they are moved 

to Northside Development how will they interface with their cargo areas?  What security be 
implemented in the Northside Development area? 

Response:  Under Alternative D, none of the area E businesses would be relocated to the LAX 
Northside.   
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A new 110,000-square foot airport police headquarters facility would be built at the northwest corner 
of Westchester Parkway and Emerson Avenue to accommodate the increased staffing levels due to 
enhanced safety and security requirements. The new facility would be located across the street from 
the newly relocated City of Los Angeles Fire Station No. 5 to facilitate easy communication between 
members of the emergency response team.  Please also see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 regarding 
security issues.   

Page: 136, Sequence #4 
♦ What are the results of the Relocation Plan survey?  In order to state that no residences are to 

be purchased implies that there is a 100% expected sales. 

Response:  Please see Topical Response TR-MP-3 regarding the use of Manchester Square in 
Alternative D.  In particular Subtopical Response TR-MP-3.1.2 discusses the results of the Relocation 
Plan survey and Subtopical Response TR-MP-3.3 addresses the status of acquisition in Manchester 
Square and Belford.  

Page: 137, Sequence #1 
♦ Phase one of the Master Plan implementation as presented at the LAX Working Group was far 

less than the 5 years indicated to be used for procurements.  How is this reconciled? 

Response:  All Master Plan property acquisitions are scheduled to occur during Phase 1 of the 
Master Plan implementation process. No negotiations with Master Plan acquisition property owners 
can occur prior to approval of the Master Plan by the Los Angeles City Council. Therefore, the 
specific timeframe for acquisitions would not be identified until after the Los Angeles City Council 
approves the project, and the Record of Decision is issued by the FAA. The proposed acquisition 
schedule timeline (without individual property acquisition dates) will be published in the Draft LAX 
Master Plan Relocation Plan, a copy of which will accompany the Master Plan/Final EIS/EIR to the 
Los Angeles City Council for approval. 

The intent of the Master Plan property acquisition process is to have all property required for 
construction of the individual Master Plan projects under the ownership of LAWA in sufficient time to 
allow for permitting and construction of each project in sequence. Once begun, the acquisition 
process would move forward until all required properties are purchased. 

2.9  Collateral Development - Alternative D 
Page 140, Sequence #1 
♦ Why is the 1983 EIR and Plan for the Northside development acceptable to use to go forward 

whereas the Palmdale and Ontario airport plans from the same time frame are being redone 
before any progress is to be made?  Explain how the densities of the Northside Plan is 
compatible with the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan. 

Response:  LAWA is not required to update any of these plans.  The LAX Northside plan is still very 
applicable to the operations of LAX.  Further, its impacts do not extend far beyond the LAX area.  
However, Ontario and Palmdale are two of the nine commercial service airports in the Los Angeles 
region and their operations are fundamental to the roles of each of the region's other airports.  How 
these two airports operate has a potentially large impact on the entire Los Angeles regional airport 
system.  The aviation industry has experienced major changes since the old Ontario and Palmdale 
master plans were conducted.  Not only has the industry in general changed, but the role of each 
airport in the Los Angeles region and how they each participate in accommodating the regional 
demand has also greatly evolved during that time.  As a result, LAWA wants to make sure that the 
data that they are using to perform the LAX Master Plan - which incorporates the roles of all of the 
region's other airports - is as current as possible and reflects the region's overall view of each airport's 
role in meeting the demand.  Therefore, it was important that those two master plans be updated.   

The LAX Northside plan was approved in 1983 and, as stated above, is still applicable to the 
operations of LAX.  LAWA is not proposing to make any changes to the densities. 
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Page 140, Sequence #2 
♦ Explain why this large number of trip generations is still acceptable given the numerous 

added area projects since reviewed in 1983.  This plan was predicated on expanding several 
arteries.  How and when will this be accomplished? 

Response:  Please see Response to Comment SAL00015-17 regarding trip generation.  Also please 
see Topical Response TR-ST-4 regarding airport area surface traffic concerns. 

Page 141, Sequence #1 
♦ Where is the fire station recently approved to be built in this development area?  Is it 

considered part of the ¾ million sq feet of airport related?  If not, what is to be moved into this 
area - especially since other areas note that the airport administration is to remain in its 
present locale. 

Response:  As discussed in Section 4.26.1, Fire Protection (CEQA) of the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR, the LAFD will be relocating Fire Station No. 5 in 2006 to the southeast corner of 88th Place 
and Emerson Avenue.  This fire station is being developed independent of the Master Plan.  Figure 
2.6-1, 2015 Alternative D Ancillary Facilities, of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, depicted the 
proposed locations of the fire stations under Alternative D.   

Fire Station No. 5 is not part of the Master Plan.  Section 4.2, Land Use, of the Draft EIS/EIR and the 
Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR addressed the land use for LAX Northside and Westchester 
Southside. 

2.10  Construction Sequencing Plan - Alternative D 
Page 143, Sequence #1 
♦ General question about construction costs:  Since many of the stated items for work are still 

nebulous how has this been priced?  What is the range of pricing? 

Response:  The cost estimates are based upon the current price conditions for this type of work in 
the construction industry.  The cost estimates are based upon the facility requirements as delineated 
in the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum and by conducting physical area takeoffs from the plan.  For 
example, the amount of apron paving was measured from the drawings and multiplied by the current 
price for constructing this type of project.  The costs are based upon full project costs including typical 
soft costs such as design work, contingencies and program management costs in addition to the 
actual construction costs.  

Page 143, Sequence #2 
♦ Based upon the number of parking places for short term outside the GTC (9127+5470) vrs 

(GTC (7515), explain how the plan is to push for more foreign O&D in preference to commuter 
will be accommodated. 

Response:  The parking facility referenced in bullet point 3 on page 2-121 of the Draft LAX Master 
Plan Addendum would be reconfigured to make physical improvements and improve ease of use.  
The facility would be used as a long-term parking lot as illustrated on Figure 2.3-5 of the document 
and not to be used as short-term parking as suggested by the commentor. 

Page 143, Sequence #3 
♦ If this is not a "concrete" item was it priced into the $9 billion or is added on if done?  IS the 

expense of this item justified?  How will this be done before land is purchased?  Are all of the 
geological studies finished?  How long will it take?  Safety of tunnel? 

Response:  The cost of the tunnel was a part of the cost estimate.  The feasibility, justification, 
geological studies, and construction schedule would be done as a part of the advanced planning 
process.  There would be a curbside baggage check-in function at the GTC; the manner in which the 
bags will be transported would also be investigated within the advanced planning process. 
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Page 143, Sequence #4 
♦ Similar to other Phase 1 projects items, how will this be done before land is purchase?  Is this 

project a joint project with CalTrans and the MTA as well as LAWA and the DOT?  What 
Project level EIR’s will be done?  What are and when will the details of this project become 
available? 

Response:  The project cannot commence construction prior to the land being purchased.  As a part 
of the permitting process ownership of the property or the establishment of a right of way or easement 
must be verified prior to permits being issued.  A project level EIR would be done on this project for 
the roadway systems, ITC, GTC and connection to the MTA Green Line station.  Coordination with 
LADOT, MTA, and the DOT will be necessary to implement this project. 

Page 143, Sequence #5 
♦ As with other Phase 1, how will the RAC be done before lands are purchased?  The RAC 

facility appears to need some additional area between 98th and 96th streets. 

Response:  There is some land acquisition required to implement this project.  This would need to 
occur prior to the implementation of the project. 

Page 144, Sequence #1 
♦ During construction how will access to LOT C be maintained?  If access will be moved, what 

evaluations of traffic patterns have been made?  What mitigation for these changes has been 
proposed? 

Response:  The reconfiguration of Lot C would not occur until after the completion of the GTC and 
the APM system.  Please see the Conceptual Construction Schedule Figure 2.10-2 of the Draft LAX 
Master Plan Addendum.  Mitigation measures are addressed in Chapter 5, Environmental Action 
Plan, of the Final EIS/EIR. 

Page 144, Sequence #2 
♦ How will the APM be fully operational from the GTC before the CTA structure parking is 

demolished?  Aren’t drop off points in the CTA needed for the APM use?  If this is 

Response:  The CTA parking structures would be demolished, and the redeveloped CTA terminals 
constructed prior to the APM becoming operational.  Passengers would need to take an airport 
operated shuttled bus from the ITC or the Southeast surface parking lot to the CTA, for the period of 
time after the demolition of the CTA parking structures and prior to the APM becoming operational. 
The CTA roadway system would remain operational and for use by the public until the completion of 
the APM system. 

3.  Alternative D Constrained Activity 
3.1  Activity Forecast and Facility Constraints 
Page: 151, Sequence #1 
♦ This section describes what a constraint is, but not what they are.  How were market forces 

taken into consideration with regard to development of a real regional solution?  The 
assumptions should be enumerated in a concise, direct way.  Page 3-4 says that they are in 
Chapter 3 of the 2001 document.  This is another level of action for the document that we are 
told is self-contained. 

Response:  The Alternative D facility constrain is described in the second sentence of the first 
paragraph of Chapter 3. 

Please see Section 3.3.3, Air Service Changes, in the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, which 
enumerates each of the eight air service changes assumptions in a concise manner. 

As described in Section 3.2 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, an extensive historical record 
and forecasting effort was undertaken as a part of the LAX Master Plan.  Please see Chapter 3 of the 
Draft LAX Master Plan. 
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3.2  Annual Passengers/Tons as a Common Performance Metric 
Page: 153, Sequence #2 
♦ The constraint value is stated as 78.7 MAP.  The reported value in other areas is 78 whereas in 

others 78.9.  Why are these different and what is the significance of how they were determined 
to justify the values.  In the cases of the other alternatives the numbers differ from the widely 
reported values on the LAWA website. 

Response:  78.7 MAP is the approximate constrained capacity of the No Action/No Project 
Alternative.  78.9 MAP is the approximate constrained capacity of Alternative D.  78 MAP is 
occasionally used for simplification or avoiding the use of decimals. 

We cannot respond to the comment regarding the LAWA website without a specific citation of a 
particular reference. 

Page: 153, Sequence #4 
♦ Not sure if this is a reference to the 2001 document.  If it is, this other document has been 

demonstrated to be questionable in the past. 

Response:  Comment noted. 

Page: 153, Sequence #5 
♦ The statement is made that Alt D was designed to accommodate approximately No Action/No 

Project, but which version of Alt D?  There are numerous alternative tacts (SIC) discussed in 
this plan.  Which one is the one that limits to NANP?  Is this a common constraint that is the 
limiting factor?  What is it and how is it justified? 

Response:  There is only one version of Alternative D.  It is described in detail in the Draft LAX 
Master Plan Addendum.  Please see Chapter 3 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum regarding 
Facility Constraints. 

3.3  2015 Alternative D Activity 
Page: 153, Sequence #6 
♦ What does the statement "developed to provide gate facilities that would promote a regional 

solution to air travel" really mean? 

Response:  It means that LAX Master Plan Alternative D would provide a limited number of aircraft 
gates at LAX thus constraining the capacity of LAX below the level of regional demand thereby 
increasing the likelihood that airlines would respond by increasing air service at other airports in the 
Los Angeles region to serve the demand left unmet at LAX. 

Page: 154, Sequence #1 
♦ If peak activity of runway operations was based on visual operating conditions, how much 

capacity is added by IFR and/or the new GPS controlled flight path maintenance?  What if the 
technology improves even more?  Is capacity that much greater? 

Response:  Airport capacity is greatest during VFR (visual) conditions.  Therefore, regardless of the 
technological advances in IFR technology, it will never improve VFR capacity.   

Page: 154, Sequence #3 
♦ An assumption was made that the airport operated with high peak hour delays and significant 

number of cancelled flights during poor weather.  Why is this appropriate for LAX?  What are 
the peak hours and how many are there?  How many hours of peak activity/capacity can be 
sustained at LAX? 

Response:   The subject statement simply reflects the fact that aircraft activity at LAX during peak 
hours is now limited, and would continue to be limited under Alternative D, by having only four 
runways, and would also be limited by poor weather conditions (which may not necessarily be just 
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locally, as poor weather conditions in other parts of the country will result in cancelled flights).  It is 
simply a statement of fact, and is not a matter of whether or not it is appropriate for LAX. 

Page: 154, Sequence #4 
♦ Why is the assumption of total daily aircraft operations remaining the same valid?  Alt D is 

presumed to be less cargo than C.  Why assume that cargo capacity will increase at all?  Any 
increase in facilities need to be added to a new plan since it is fixed as is from the 1982 one.  
What is the basis of the statement that "the design day cargo aircraft operations levels would 
be below the unconstrained forecast?"  Cargo is projected to go from present levels of 2 MAT 
to 3.5 MAT.  This can’t happen without increased cargo handling facilities being built. 

Response:  Because it is assumed that the airlines would maximize the level of service they provide 
passengers given the facility constraints. 

Both the No Action/No Project Alternative and Alternative D would include an increase in cargo 
handling facility square footage to approximately 2,342,000 square feet. 

The basis is that Alternative D would not provide sufficient facilities to meet the unconstrained cargo 
demand thus the anticipated cargo operations would be less than if there were sufficient facilities to 
process the unconstrained demand. 

Please see Section 2.5, Cargo Facilities - Alternative D, of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum for a 
description of the proposed improvements to the LAX cargo handling facilities. 

Page: 154, Sequence #5 
♦ Explain how the aircraft mix combination remains comparable relating to ratios of commuter 

vs other air operations since the gate mix is being changed significantly toward larger aircraft. 

Response:  Though Alternative D would include more gates capable of accommodating NLA, it 
would also include more gates capable of accommodating commuter aircraft.  Therefore the overall 
enplanements per departure ratio would remain approximately equal under Alternative D or the No 
Action/No Project Alternative. 

Page: 155, Sequence #1 
♦ How is the projected percentage of O&D passengers remaining the same whether capacity is 

increased by alt C, alt D, or no action since the push by this upgrade plan is to change the 
mix? 

Response:  The No Action/No Project Alternative, Alternative C and Alternative D are all incapable of 
meeting the unconstrained demand.  Regardless of the varying constraints, the proportion of O&D 
traffic is assumed to remain relatively constant. 

Page: 156, Sequence #1 
♦ If the statement "average aircraft size would increase from existing levels without significantly 

exceeding the unconstrained forecast seats…" were true why is the gate mix changing 
dramatically toward greater utilization of wide body aircraft? 

Response:  As described in Section 3.3.3, Air Service Changes, of the Draft LAX Master Plan 
Addendum, this is reflective of the already large fleet size serving LAX. 

Page: 156, Sequence #2 
♦ Explain how the cargo operations would be equivalent to No Action.  We are told that cargo is 

currently highly utilized.  Without an unauthorized increase of facilities the magnitude of cargo 
increase forecast by Alt D can’t occur. 

Response:  As described in Section 2.5, Cargo Facilities, of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, 
Alternative D would provide for the construction of approximately 154,000 square feet of additional 
cargo facilities which is approximately equal to the square footage of cargo facilities reasonably 
expected to be constructed under the No Action/No Project Alternative. 
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Page: 157, Sequence #1 
♦ Explain how cargo space growth will occur in the No Action scenario.  Is there anything done 

differently by Alt D to change the split of 32/68 domestic/international cargo? 

Response:  As described in Chapter 3, Alternatives, on page 3-26 of the Draft EIS/EIR, "existing 
older and functionally obsolete cargo facilities will be rebuilt and expanded such that there will be a 
net gain of 431,300 square feet of building space beyond the 1997 inventory." 

Alternative D is not designed to favor domestic or international cargo therefore the ratio is not 
expected to change though nothing precludes it from changing. 

Page: 158, Sequence #1 
♦ Explain the derivation of the unconstrained totals for operations.  Why is there more capacity 

at the peak hour of 11A?  How does this differ from FAA defined operations that includes 
aircraft movements impact on calculated totals? 

Response:  The unconstrained demand forecast was described in detail in the Draft LAX Master 
Plan.  Airport capacity does not change from hour to hour. 

FAA defined operations would be the Terminal Area Forecast (TAF).   It is unclear what the 
commentor means by the movements impact on calculated totals.  

Page: 158, Sequence #2 
♦ If we accept the number of operations in this chart and note that the passengers/cargo per op 

will increase in the Alt D option mix, then it is not likely that we will have equal capacity.  
Explain how the assumptions justify the conclusions that D and the No Action result in the 
same passenger and cargo totals. 

Response:  Enplanements per departure and annual cargo operations are approximately equal 
under Alternative D and the No Action/No Project Alternative.   

Please see Table 3.3-1 in Chapter 3 of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum.  2015 annual 
enplanements per departure are 110.48 under the No Action/No Project Alternative and 110.59 under 
Alternative D.  Both Alternatives forecast approximately 36,000 annual cargo operations in 2015.    

Page: 159, Sequence #1 
♦ The totals on this domestic operations chart separated by time zone origination appears to be 

equal to the totals shown on the other charts which also presume to include foreign carriers.  
How is this possible and why? 

Response:  There is no reason that would preclude the totals from being equal.  It is entirely possible 
that an equal number of European (foreign) operations and domestic Eastern Time zone operations 
could occur during the same hour.  It would happen if an equal number of flights from each of these 
two particular regions were scheduled during the same hour of the day.  This occurs because airlines 
typically design schedules to meet demand.  However, there are several other factors and variables 
that are accounted for. 

Appendix A  
Existing Baseline Comparison Issues - 1996 to 2000 
Page: 171, Sequence #1 and #2 
♦ What are the off-airport land use and regional traffic development that was anticipated? 

Response:  Please see Section 3.2.3, Adjusted Environmental Baseline, of the Draft EIS/EIR, 
regarding off-airport land use and regional traffic development that was anticipated.  As stated in the 
section, the regional traffic and land use development assumed to occur in the Adjusted 
Environmental Baseline during the planning years as forecast by appropriate planning agencies are 
listed in the Appendix L to Chapter V of the Draft LAX Master Plan.   
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Page: 172, Sequence #1 
♦ Why were national trends used instead of actual data for LAX? 

Response:  Actual LAX data was shown in Table A-1 of Appendix A of the Draft LAX Master Plan 
Addendum.  It is important to examine national trends as well as regional trends in order to better 
understand the role of LAX in national aviation system.  The observation of such trends provides 
insight into the future, thereby resulting in more accurate forecast.  Changes in activities at LAX affect 
other airports in the nation, and vice versa.   

Page: 172, Sequence #2 
♦ The use of the economic data for this period appears to be selective comparisons to result in 

reduced impacts.  Economic conditions in the 1990’s appears to be far more positive than 
presently seen; therefore the growth seen is very optimistic, not the opposite as justified by 
xxxxxxxxxxx. 

Response:  The purpose of Appendix A of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum is to discuss any 
relevant changes between the 1996 base year for the LAX Master Plan's aviation forecast and the 
year 2000, a more recent, but still "normal" year that was unaffected by the events of September 11, 
2001. Accordingly, the data cited on page A-3 included 1995 national economic Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP), to match the corresponding year closest to 1996 for which FAA aviation activity data 
were available, and 2000 data, because that is the comparison year for the "baseline" comparisons 
discussion.  The GDP data are included because there is a close correlation between economic 
growth (as commonly measured by GDP) and growth in aviation activity levels. Historically, including 
the 1995 to 2000 period, year-to-year national aviation activity levels change by about the same 
percentage as the change in the GDP. 

Page: 173, Sequence #1 
♦ The airlines ticket price reduction is identified as an altruistic action, but the realistic cause is 

that the demand is down with each airline bidding for the remaining passengers.   

Response:  Comment noted.  

Page: 173, Sequence #2 
♦ As regional jets gain more of the market, why are the gate types moving away from this 

aircraft type?  Could it be that LAWA is making a bid to replace most commuter traffic with 
NLAs? 

Response:  Regional jets are gaining market share across the nation, but not at airports such as 
LAX.  The constrained airspace capacity combined with future market demand will increase the 
average fleet size away from commuter aircraft.  LAWA has no plan to shift commuter traffic to NLA’s.  
NLA’s are not efficient aircraft to fly on short and medium haul flights.  NLA’s are intended for only 
long haul international service. 

Page: 173, Sequence #3 
♦ Whereas cargo continues to grow does it make sense to concentrate it in only one location?  

Much of the cargo is not for use in the Westside of LA, but throughout greater LA and the rest 
of the U.S.  Disbursement of cargo to the areas of goods use would improve the system; 
Ontario is near the rail lines that cross all of the USA. 

Response:  Comment noted.  Much of the cargo at LAX arrives and departs in the belly of passenger 
aircraft, not just on freighters.  Cargo cannot be moved simply to suit the needs of the airport.  LAWA 
is working with the all-cargo airlines and LAX freight forwarders to encourage the use of Ontario for 
cargo destined for or originating near the airport.  LAWA cannot force these companies to use 
Ontario.  An update of the master plan for Ontario is currently underway.  The Ontario Master Plan 
will recommend the needed improvements to meet the projected demand for both passengers and 
cargo.  For additional information, please see Topical Response TR-RC-1 regarding the LAX Master 
Plan role in the regional approach to meeting demand. 
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Page: 173, Sequence #4 
♦ To use the Mayor Hahn analogy, trend impacts changed since Sept. 11.  Economy of scale 

was the dominant reason give for concentration.  Now the opposite is true.  The risks need to 
be spread and the cargo destinations are becoming more disbursed.   

Response:  The City of Los Angeles and LAWA can only control the development of LAX, Ontario, 
Palmdale, and Van Nuys Airports.  The decision to develop any airport is the responsibility of local 
government.  Subsequent to the publication of the Draft EIS/EIR, a new alternative, Alternative D - 
Enhanced Safety and Security Plan, was added to the range of alternatives currently being 
considered for the LAX Master Plan.  That alternative was evaluated in the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR.  Alternative D, developed pursuant to the direction of Mayor Hahn, provides an emphasis on 
safety and security improvements while limiting future (2015) airport activity to a level comparable to 
that of the No Action/No Project Alternative.  The Alternative D approach of not expanding the 
capacity of LAX is consistent with the SCAG Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) policy framework, 
which is intended to accommodate future regional aviation demands at airports other than LAX.  A 
description of Alternative D was provided in Chapter 3, Alternatives, of the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR.  For additional information, please see Topical Response TR-RC-1 regarding the LAX 
Master Plan role in the regional approach to meeting demand. 

Page: 174, Sequence #1 
♦ Since 1996 several military base closures have facilitated conversion of military airports to 

commercial use.  These are not even shown in the commercial airports.   

Response:  There are currently no commercial operations at either one of the former military bases 
(San Bernardino International Airport and Southern California Logistics Airport).  Please see Topical 
Response TR-RC-1 that discusses the existing conditions and published plans for airports in the Los 
Angeles region.   

Page: 175, Sequence #1 
♦ Why didn’t LAWA do more to disburse regional operations since it owns Ontario and Palmdale 

where the two areas WANT MORE SERVICE? 

Response:  LAWA has tried subsidies to encourage airlines to serve outlying Palmdale, with only 
limited, temporary success.  Please see Topical Response TR-RC-5 regarding LAWA’s efforts to 
encourage airline service at Palmdale.  LAWA is also working with the all-cargo airlines and LAX 
freight forwarders to encourage the use of Ontario for cargo destined for or originating near the 
airport.  Master plan updates are currently underway for both Ontario and Palmdale airports.  The 
master plans will recommend improvements to meet the projected demand.  In addition, Alternative 
D, Enhanced Safety and Security Plan, has been designed to serve a level of future (2015) airport 
activity comparable to that of the No Action/No Project Alternative, and will make the airport safer and 
more secure, convenient and efficient.  Alternative D is consistent with the policy framework of the 
SCAG 2001 RTP, which calls for no expansion of LAX and, instead, shifting the accommodation of 
future aviation demand to other airports in the region.    

Page: 175, Sequence #2 
♦ The statement is made that no scheduled service regional jets were at LAX in 2000.  In the 

past two years, however, at LAX-Community Noise Roundtable meetings it is reported that 
many, if not most, of the turboprops have been replaced by regional jets. 

Response:  There was no scheduled regional jet service at LAX in 2000.  As indicated on page A-12 
of Appendix A of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, in October of 2001, the airlines introduced 
regional jet service at LAX.   
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Page: 175, Sequence #3 
♦ What data calls for changing the mix from the single aisle jets?  There is a substantial shift of 

gates capable of handling wide body jets in Alt. D. 

Response:  The constrained airspace capacity combined with future market demand will increase the 
average fleet size toward larger aircraft fleets.  Narrow body jets can use gates sized for wide body 
aircraft, but the reverse is not true. 

Page: 176, Sequence #1 
♦ This delineation of passenger miles after 9-11-01 indicates a significant drop in all but 

Southwest Airlines.  Southwest Airlines flys mainly narrow body aircraft.  Explain why these 
are the aircraft gates in Alt D that are being removed/quantity reduced.   

Response:  The Master Plan projections look at the long-range trends in passenger demand and 
airline activity.  The effects of the events of September 11, 2001 are seen as a short-term effect upon 
the traffic patterns at LAX.  It is anticipated the passenger demand will continue to evolve into the 
forecast scenario. 

Page: 177, Sequence #1 
♦ Where in this document does it draw any inferences of cause of aircraft seat reduction?  Since 

CA is continuing to experience a serious economic downturn and has not yet turned around, 
explain what future will look like for various economic conditions. 

Response:  As addressed in Section A.2.3, Comparison of 2000 to 2001 and Beyond, of Appendix A 
of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, air travel decline after the September 11, 2001 terrorist 
attacks and economic recession were attributed to aircraft seat reduction.  Please refer to the 
following sources regarding economic conditions related to California as a whole:   

- UCLA quarterly economic forecast  

- The Center for the Continuing Study of the California Economy 

- The California Legislative Analyst's Office 

Page: 180, Sequence #1 
♦ The assumption of major rebound is possibly right, but not supported.  The proportion of 

business travel is changing with the advent of the internet, teleconferencing, etc.  What 
proportion of the passenger travel demand does this represent?  It has been 3 years since 
2000 and the increases are not being seen at LAX-except for cargo.  More definitive 
explanation of the future needs should be provided. 

Response:  Comment noted.  Figure A-3, 40-Year United States Historical Aviation Traffic, of 
Appendix A of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum depicted a series of negative events that 
influenced aviation industry over the past 40 years which have led to an initial decline, and 
subsequent recovery.  As addressed on page A-11 of the Appendix, the purpose of evaluating such 
nationwide aviation activity was to put the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 and the economic 
recession into perspective in terms of their impact on U.S.  The overall trends observed from those 
occurrences can provide general insight into the future.  Please see Section 3, Factors Influencing 
Aviation Demand, and Appendix A of Chapter III, Forecasts of Aviation Demand, of the Draft LAX 
Master Plan regarding passenger travel demand and changes in business travel.      

Page: 180, Sequence #2 
♦ One explanation for the sharp decline at LAX might be the high profile concentration of air 

traffic for all of Southern California and the fear of terrorist attack.  Explain how expanding the 
capacity at LAX will alleviate this reduction.   

Response:  Alternative D, Enhanced Safety and Security Plan, has been designed to serve a level of 
future (2015) airport activity comparable to that of the No Action/No Project Alternative, and will make 
the airport safer and more secure, convenient and efficient.  Alternative D is consistent with the policy 
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framework of the SCAG 2001 RTP, which calls for no expansion of LAX and instead, shifting the 
accommodation of future aviation demand to other airports in the region.     

Page: 180, Sequence #3 
♦ This paragraph notes that Jan-Feb of 2002 was ONLY down 17.5% compared to the same 

period in 2001.  A reduction of less magnitude is still in the wrong direction.  This is far from a 
rebound.  Explain why this continued decrease is a positive sign that a rebound is occurring. 

Response:  Compared to the 33 percent traffic decline in September 2001, the 17.5 percent traffic 
decline during January and February 2002, which is less than a six-month period, should be 
considered as a notable improvement.    

Page: 180, Sequence #4 
♦ This observation that regional jet service was introduced in 2001 is not addressed several 

pages earlier which noted that no scheduled regional jet service exists at LAX.  How is this 
justified?   

Response:  On page A-6 in Section A.2.2, Regional Trends, of Appendix A of the Draft LAX Master 
Plan Addendum, it was indicated, "there was no scheduled service on regional jets from LAX in 
2000."  Section A.2.2, Regional Trends, addressed only activities during 1996 and 2000.  The 
introduction of regional jets in 2001 was addressed in the subsequent section, Section A.2.3, 
Comparison of 2000 to 2001 and Beyond, which addressed activities during 2001.     

Page: 182 (Fig. A-3), Sequence #1 
♦ Since this was being prepared in 2003, why not include more recent data? 

Response:  Comment noted.  As addressed on page A-11 of Appendix A of the Draft LAX Master 
Plan Addendum, the purpose of evaluating nationwide aviation activity over the past 40 years up to 
2000 was to put the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 and the economic recession into 
perspective in terms of their impact on U.S. 

Page: 186, Sequence #1 
♦ Is the number of "operations" FAA or LAX counts?  FAA includes all aircraft movements-

ground or t/o and landings whereas LAWA is only take offs and landings.  How does this value 
of 2277 compare with the theoretical max?  If I assume 1.5X average hourly rate this is about 
140+ during peak time.   

Response:  As addressed on page A-21 of Appendix A of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, The 
ATCT (Air Traffic Control Tower) daily activity counts from January through December 2000 were 
used to define the volume of annual operations that correspond to the design day.  The daily counts 
were reviewed to identify the peak activity month and to compare fluctuations in activity volumes by 
day of the week.  August was identified as the peak month with 68,871 total operations.  Operations 
for the Peak Month Average Weekday (PMAWD) in August were calculated to be 2,277.   

Page: 186, Sequence #2 
♦ If the development of a typical day was to be in August, why wasn’t August 2001 also 

calculated?  This was the highest values prior to Sept. 11.  Then a Peak Month Aver Weekday 
could be more appropriately compared for 2002 trending as well.   

Response:  As addressed in Section A.1.2, Baseline Update, of Appendix A of the Draft LAX Master 
Plan Addendum, in considering an updated comparison of the Draft EIS/EIR baseline year, 2001 
constituted an anomalous year due to the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.  The most recent 
"normal" year for which a complete dataset was available was 2000.  

Page: 187, Sequence #1 
♦ Of the 117 cargo operations of the "design day" in 2000 were these pure cargo versus cargo in 

the cargo hold?  The subsequent paragraph implies that these are pure cargo.  It would be 
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appropriate to do additional monitoring of cargo flights since this component continues to 
increase while the others remain decreased.   

Response:  Comment noted.  The 117 design day cargo operations represent pure cargo flights and 
do not include passenger flights that have cargo in the belly compartment.     

Page: 194 (Fig. A-5), Sequence #1 
♦ Since there were all of these changes in hourly takeoffs/landings why was the reduction of 

number of flights not reflected in a change in noise contours?  Explain why the shift to 
evening takeoffs in landings didn’t change the noise contours or CNEL calculations.   

Response:  Comment noted.  The noise analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR was done in complete compliance with scientific principles and FAA Order 1050.1D and 
Order 5050.4A.  The noise analysis is based on the SIMMOD runs that were used in the LAX Master 
Plan and LAX Master Plan Addendum.  The basis for the discrepancies between Design Day 
Operations and Average Annual Day operations are explained in Section 3, Future Aircraft Operating 
Conditions of Appendix, S-C1, Supplemental Aircraft Noise Technical Report of the Supplement to 
the Draft EIS/EIR.  The simulation modeling results, used to develop input to the INM, reflect the 
combination of all weather and service level conditions present during the forecast year of operation.  
The ratios between the resulting Design Day operations and the average annual level of operations, 
for each user group and alternative, were applied to reduce the number of operations to Design Day 
operations output from the simulation modeling to Average Annual Day operational levels used as 
input to the INM.  Therefore, it does not understate noise impacts.  Additionally, Table S7, 2015 
Average Annual Day Operations and Fleet Mix Alternative D of Appendix S-C1, Supplemental Aircraft 
Noise Technical Report acknowledges that totals may not add up to 100 percent due to rounding. 

Page: 198, Sequence #1 
♦ What is the current distribution?  How would these charts look broken down by types of 

aircraft and gate requirements?   

Response:  Year 2000 was selected as an updated comparison of the Draft EIS/EIR baseline year 
(1996), and therefore, the document provided the data of that year.  In addition, please see Table A-
11 of Appendix A of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum regarding data broken down by types of 
aircraft.  The terminal facility requirements uses this data as a base for developing the gate 
requirements. 

Page: 203, Sequence #1 
♦ It would be appropriate to make these comparisons for several key years to see actual trends.  

The data for 1996 should be compared with 2000 and also 2002.  Do these tables include 
cargo?   

Response:  Year 2000 was selected as an updated comparison of the Draft EIS/EIR baseline year 
(1996), and therefore, the document provided the data of that year.  Yes, they include cargo 
operations.  For more detail, please see Table A-3 of Appendix A of the Draft LAX Master Plan 
Addendum. 

Page: 211, Sequence #1 
♦ According to the load factor comparisons the loading is increasing.  Based on the new Alt D 

approach of restricting gates instead of the present traffic constraint then more flights will 
bring in more people based on an equal number of flights.  Explain how the load factor and 
frequency, as well as size of aircraft will not increase capacity given a fixed number of gates.  
Note that Alt D already calls for a mix of gates that increases the size of aircraft. 

Response:  The higher load factors and aircraft gauge increases were all factored into the design 
day schedule developed and is consistent with the 78 MAP capacity restriction.  

Page: 214, Sequence #1 
♦ Off-airport land use data updated in early 2000 was using data from what time period?  Any 

data has some lag time between gathering and actual conditions.  There has been substantial 
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change since 1996.  What changes have been documented?  What are they?  There were 
substantial problems with the numbers of impacted residents in the original 2001 study.  How 
has this been improved?  Where in this massive document are the details of this upgraded 
information?  

Response:  The data purchased from TRW in early 2000 was used to update parcel-level land use 
information that was presented in the Draft EIS/EIR.  This data provided by TRW was also updated in 
early 2000.  Also the consulting team updated the non-residential sensitive receptor database through 
field verification to confirm location, consolidate parcels that had the same use, and ensure 
consistency between the GIS analysis and the Grid ID points presented in Section 4.2, Land Use and 
Appendix D, Aircraft Noise Technical Report, in the Draft EIS/EIR. 

In addition, the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR also included revisions to land use data included 
field verification by the consulting team to: identify the correct name and addresses of some private 
schools, confirm that the parcels were properly listed as private schools, and add any new non-
residential noise-sensitive uses.  This field survey resulted in the addition of a new school LAUSD 
public school (Open Magnet Charter Elementary).  A summary of changes that have occurred 
between 1996 baseline and Year 2000 conditions was presented under the heading of Sensitive 
Receptors on page 4-88 of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.   

It is not clear what "substantial problems" in the 2001 study are being suggested.  There are no 
known problems of any magnitude related to the number of impacted residents that were presented in 
the Draft EIS/EIR or Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.  However, the expansion of soundproofing 
under the ANMP, as stated in mitigation measure MM-LU-1, would require the inclusion of noise-
sensitive uses currently outside the ANMP but newly exposed to 65 CNEL noise levels, based on 
quarterly noise measurements.  This process would also require the notification of newly eligible 
property owners.  Therefore, the actual noise-sensitive uses that would become eligible for mitigation 
would be based on current data. 

Page: 214, Sequence #2 
♦ Earlier in the document a Wednesday was chosen as a busy, typical day because Fridays were 

so variable.  Why, here, does the analysis use a Friday?   

Response:  As indicated in Section A.2.4, Aviation at LAX, of Appendix A of the Draft LAX Master 
Plan Addendum, Wednesday (August 16, 2000) was selected as the representative day for air carrier 
and commuter activity for the 2000 design day flight schedule.  However, August 3, 2000, which was 
Thursday, was selected as a representative day for all-cargo as well as general aviation operations.  
As stated in Section A.2.6, Ground Transportation, of the Appendix, airport-generated vehicle trips 
are primarily a function of O&D passengers, and they are measured and analyzed during the peak 
hour of airport activity, which is 11:00 a.m. to noon during the airport’s peak month/average weekday, 
which was Friday in August.      

Page: 215, Sequence #1 
♦ Into CTA traffic is not the only airport generated traffic.  Many people park in the large, private 

lots and are shuttled into LAX.  Also, rental car and hotel parking traffic exists.  Also visits to 
LAX for people going through LAX is another factor.  Explain why all data was taken on 
Fridays where as the argument made earlier in this document was for using a Wednesday as 
the "design day."   

Response:  Please see Section 2.3.2.2, Ground Transportation Center (GTC), of the Draft LAX 
Master Plan Addendum regarding commercial vehicle access.  Please see Response to comment 
Sequence #2 on page 214 above regarding why Fridays were used instead of Wednesday.     

Page: 216, Sequence #1 
♦ Off-airport road changes were determined to only be Lincoln @ Venice by LADOT during the 

period of 1996 to 2000.  What about all of the CalTrans, MTA, and LA Bureau of Public Works 
projects?  Freeway off-ramps at Howard Hughes and La Tijera were improved during this time, 
for instance.  Since the traffic count info is assumed to be based on on-airport instead of 
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baseline why wasn’t more recent data used as a "sanity check" since many area changes have 
been in process since 2000.   

Response:  Please see Section 4.3.2, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of the Supplement to the 
Draft EIS/EIR.  In addition, please see Response to Comment AL00043-3 regarding proposed traffic 
improvements for off-airport roadways. 

Page: 217, Sequence #1 
♦ If 289 units were acquired before 2001 how many are now acquired?  I believe 289 was a 

quoted number in 2002 by Sound Proofing Bureau in meetings outside of the Master Plan 
considerations.  What are the correct numbers and at what dates? 

Response:  Please see Topical Response TR-MP-3 regarding the current status of acquisition in 
Manchester Square.   

Page: 217, Sequence #2 and #3 
♦ Manchester Square and Belford areas will not be used for aviation purposes in no action?  

What do they plan as its purpose.  This statement is in conflict with verbal statements made in 
numerous briefings.   

Response:  As addressed in Section 3.2.4, No Action/No Project Alternative, of the Draft EIS/EIR, 
LAWA would continue its acquisition of the Manchester Square and Belford areas under the Airport 
Noise Mitigation Program (ANMP).  Under the program, Manchester Square and Belford areas would 
be acquired and demolished.  There are no aviation uses planned for the areas under No Action/No 
Project Alternative.  

Page: 217, Sequence #4 
♦ As no north airfield changes were identified, when were all of the new gates added 

subsequent to 1984?  Are the added gates west of Bradley considered north side?  These 
gates are noted as 1997 additions in Figure A-9.   

Response:  The description of airfield changes presented in Section A.3.2, Airfield, of Appendix A of 
the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum referred to the modifications made to the airfield taxilane and 
taxiway system.  The west pad gates delineated in Figure A-9 of the Appendix are not considered 
north side.  Figure A-9 also delineated all additional aircraft parking positions completed between the 
year 1997 and 2000. 

Page: 221, Sequence #1 
♦ If a gate renovation was classified as to expedite movement of passengers why was it not 

concurrently capacity expansion since the gates become available more frequently.   

Response:  The existing baseline comparison issues appendix refers to gate renovations as 
improving the level of service and convenience to passengers.  This is not considered a capacity 
enhancement. 

Page: 221, Sequence #2 and #3:  
♦ If a commuter aircraft facility was created "in Terminal 3 containing five aircraft parking 

positions" why is this not classified as adding capacity?   

Response:  The commuter aircraft activity at Terminal 3 had previously been accommodated from 
apron parking positions located immediately north of the ticketing hall on the east side of the 
concourse.  These positions were relocated to the new facility shown on Figure A-9 of Appendix A of 
the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum.  Due to changes in airline alliances and operating agreements, 
this facility was never occupied or utilized for passenger traffic. 

Page: 222, Sequence #1 
♦ Again, why is a project that adds ticket lobby and baggage claim areas; and adding holdroom 

seating space…" not an improvement?  On what basis does an environmental analysis prior 
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to the project determine" no capacity increase?"  If a gate can be used for more flights then it 
IS capacity enhancement.  In some cases this might not be bad, but it must be acknowledged.   

Response:  The addition of ticket lobby and baggage claim space and additional holdroom seating is 
considered an improvement to the level of passenger service and convenience.  It is not considered a 
capacity enhancement.  This project was subject to a separate environmental review, which found 
that it did not create a capacity enhancement. 

Page: 222, Sequence #2 and #3 
♦ Weren’t there also roadway improvements on the south side to accommodate changes to the 

cargo facilities?   

Response:  Please see Topical Response TR-ST-1 regarding cargo truck traffic. 

Page: 223, Sequence #1 
♦ When the USPS Office was opened in 1999 the old facility was converted to cargo.  Why is this 

cargo expansion not mentioned? 

Response:  The retail portion of the USPS facility was relocated in 1999.  However, the USPS facility 
was not converted to a cargo facility.  It is still used by the USPS for airmail.   

Page: 223, Sequence #2 
♦ The First Flight Child Development Center opened at 9320 Lincoln is stated to be part of the 

Manchester Square and Belford areas.  This location is NOT even adjacent to MS or Belford.  
What other properties were procured by LAWA during this period?   

Response:  The First Flight Child Development Center was shown on Figure A-9 of the Draft LAX 
Master Plan Addendum and is not a part of Manchester Square and Belford.  The Neutrogena site 
was procured by LAWA during that timeframe, and it was shown on Figure A-9 as a quadrangle east 
of Aviation Boulevard and south of Century Boulevard, to the left of the label Avion Drive 
Realignment.  These properties were both described in the Land Use Technical Report of the Draft 
EIS/EIR, pages 84 and 85.   

Page: 224, Sequence #1 
♦ Great story line about noise!  This report assumes aircraft are coming straight in not spread 

around the area.  Ground contours of the area are not considered for impact to the movement 
or amplification of noise.   

Response:  Comment noted.  The noise analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR was done in complete compliance with scientific principles and FAA Order 1050.1D and 
Order 5050.4A.  For information on aircraft ground activity please see Section 2.1.6, of Appendix S-
C1, Supplemental Aircraft Noise Technical Report, of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.   

Page: 224, Sequence #2 
♦ The lengthening of the contour is accounted for by addition of 200 more jets.  The shift to 

more evening and night hours is also acknowledged.  What remains missing from this is the 
noise frequency range changes.  Much more low frequency noise is being generated.   

Response:  Comment noted.  The noise analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR was done in complete compliance with scientific principles and FAA Order 1050.1D and 
Order 5050.4A.  LAWA does not currently monitor, track or mitigate low frequency noise.  There is no 
state or federal requirement that mandates LAWA to record or track low frequency noise, nor is a 
standard of significance established for low frequency noise because there is no accepted correlation 
between low frequency noise and community disturbance or classroom disruption/nighttime 
awakening.  However, LAWA has sought to decrease low frequency noise generated by run-ups in 
the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR through the development of Ground Run-up 
Enclosures (GRE).  For each development alternative LAWA incorporates the construction of one or 
more GRE within which all run-up activity would be conducted.  These facilities, when properly 
designed, achieve a reduction of approximately 15-18 decibels over run-ups conducted without 
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enclosure.  Please see Subtopical Response TR-N-5.3 regarding night run-up activity and Topical 
Response TR-N-7 regarding noise abatement measures and enforcement.  Vibrations created by 
low-frequency noise from aircraft operations at LAX are not of significant magnitude to cause physical 
residential damage.  Please see Topical Response TR-N-8, regarding noise-based vibration.  Please 
see Response to Comment AL00017-52 regarding that there is no scientific evidence or other basis 
for determining the nature, extent, or significance of noise-related health effects due to any Master 
Plan alternative. 

Page: 226, Sequence #1 and #2 
♦ It has been theorized that run-up activity still has an impact on surrounding communities.  

When were the record keeping requirements removed? 

Response:  Because the locations have not changed and the mix of aircraft types are, on the whole, 
quieter than those present during the 1996 baseline condition presented in Figure 3, Current Ground 
Noise Pattern, of Appendix D, Aircraft Noise Technical Report, of the Draft EIS/EIR, the noise 
exposure pattern for 2000 run-up conditions will not be greater than that of the baseline condition, 
and does not affect the location of CNEL contours beyond the airport boundary.  Please see Topical 
Response TR-N-5, regarding nighttime operations and in particular Subtopical Response TR-N-5.3, 
regarding night run-up activity.  In addition, LAWA does not maintain daily operational ground run-up 
logs.  Each individual airline maintains its own maintenance records. The only ground run-up records 
maintained by LAWA are those where potential violators during nighttime hours are logged. This 
correction is identified in the Errata to Master Plan Addendum. 

Page: 226, Sequence #3 and #4 
♦ The assumptions that areas are largely built out and static is invalid.  The Westchester-Playa 

del Rey Community Plan Update investigations showed marked increases in population due to 
increased density from replacement of existing buildings.   

Response:  Comment noted.   

Page: 227, Sequence #1 
♦ There is a statement that the 2000 Census data was not yet available?  Since this Addendum 

was presumably done during 2002-3 why was it not used?  How would the Land Use Patterns 
be modified? 

Response:  The document is stating that the United States Census for 2000 was not available for the 
Draft EIS/EIR, not the Addendum.     

Page: 227, Sequence #2 
♦ This statement is one of very few acknowledging changes in air traffic routes ever made in 

writing.  What are they and when were they implemented? 

Response:  Please see Topical Response TR-N-3, regarding aircraft flight procedures and in 
particular Subtopical Response TR-N-3.1, regarding flight routes relative to areas of the South Bay 
and Subtopical Response TR-N-3.2, regarding early turns over areas north and south of LAX. 

Page: 227, Sequence #3 
♦ An average of 2.9 eastern departures per night?  What is the value subsequent to 2000? 

Response:  As indicated on page A-68 of Appendix A of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, the 
number of east departures at night averaged 1.7 per night (614 annually) in 1996, as compared to 2.9 
per night (1,069 annually) in 2000.   

Page: 228, Sequence #1 and #2 
♦ Runway incursions is noted as a significant problem.  What types have occurred and are they 

resolvable by runway change only or are they mainly person error related? 

Response:  Please see Topical Response TR-SAF-1 regarding runway incursions.   
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Appendix B  
2000 Base Airside Simulation Assumptions and Results 
Page: 233, Sequence #1 
♦ Operating assumptions are stated to have been the same for 1994, 1996, and 2000 

simulations.  The assumptions are not in this document, but instead are Chapter II of the Draft 
LAX Master Plan.   

Response:  Comment noted. 

Page: 236, Sequence #1 
♦ If the peak hour 10-11 and people arrive about 2 hours early, then traffic is from 8-10 AM - 

during the AM rush hour traffic…   

Response:  Please see Topical Response TR-ST-2 and, in particular, Subtopical Response TR-ST-
2.11 regarding the selection of peak hours for the ground access analysis. 

Appendix C  
Los Angeles Region’s Secondary Airports 
Page: 243, Sequence #1 and #2 
♦ If the "secondary" airports will reach capacity at approximately the time that Alt D would be 

completed then there would be no reasonable option to accommodate growth at that time.  
What in the forecast suggests to start growth improvements at the "secondary" airports 
NOW?    

Response:  Please see Response to Comment AL00022-8. 

Page: 244, Sequence #2 
♦ The statement, "LAX today serves a larger percentage of regional demand than the demand 

generated within its catchment area…" acknowledges that people are being forced to travel 
beyond the reasonable distance to get to LAX.  What is being done to remedy this?   

Response:  Subsequent to the publication of the Draft EIS/EIR, a new alternative, Alternative D - 
Enhanced Safety and Security Plan, was added to the range of alternatives currently being 
considered for the LAX Master Plan.  That alternative was evaluated in the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR.  Alternative D, developed pursuant to the direction of Mayor Hahn, is designed to serve a 
future (2015) airport activity to a level comparable to that of the No Action/No Project Alternative.  The 
Alternative D approach of not expanding the capacity of LAX is consistent with the SCAG Regional 
Transportation Plan (RTP) policy framework, which is intended to accommodate future regional 
aviation demands at airports other than LAX.  A description of Alternative D was provided in Chapter 
3, Alternatives, of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.  For additional information, Topical Response 
TR-RC-1 regarding the LAX Master Plan role in the regional approach to meeting demand. 

Page: 245, Sequence #1 
♦ What about cargo for the area?  What does the evaluation and constraints say about cargo?  

Can a significant increase in cargo also occur?  If not, why not?   

Response:  Please see Topical Response TR-RC-4 that discusses constraints at John Wayne 
Airport.  Without the planned capacity of El Toro and with the very limited capacity of John Wayne 
Airport, Orange County does not have and will not have the facilities to serve its own air cargo needs. 
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Page: 245, Sequence #2 
♦ Does the review of this airport usage reflect policy of the airport, of the airlines serving it, or 

physical constraints?  If policy changes were to be invoked, could Burbank airport serve more 
medium and long-haul passengers?  What can be done to accommodate this?  What about 
cargo at this airport?   

Response:  As described in Section C.3, Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport, of Appendix C of the 
Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, the airport has environmental, physical and policy constraints that 
will severely limit its ability to fully serve the demand potential of its market area.  LAWA is not at 
liberty to change policy at Burbank Airport.  Please see Response to Comment AL00022-8. 

Page: 246, Sequence #1 
♦ Same basic question about Long Beach as the others; must this be constrained and how can 

it be modified?  What about cargo handling and infrastructure to address this?   

Response:  Please see Response to Comment AL00022-8. 

Page: 246, Sequence #2 
♦ As business expands in the Inland Empire Palm Springs Airport will become a closer 

alternative for the eastern based businesses.  Being near a major rail line, this could also 
become useful for cargo.  What needs to be done to facilitate growth here?   

Response:  Please see Response to Comment AL00022-8. 

Page: 269, Sequence #1 
♦ How could this be for CY 1995 and the previous chart Table C-19 be for CY 2000 with exactly 

the same number of O&D passengers?   

Response:  Tables C-19 and C-20 in Appendix C of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum contain 
inaccurate data.   Corrections to the data are included in the Errata to Draft Master Plan Addendum. 

Page: 270, Sequence #1 
♦ A premise is that LA would lose O&D to another international airport if LAX doesn’t expand.  

Only one airport, SFO, is capable of accepting passengers at a west coast destination that 
could travel semi-conveniently to Southern California.  Explain how these other airports could 
possibly become more convenient in place of another SoCal destination.   

Response:  Passengers traveling to Southern California from international destinations could, quite 
conveniently, arrive at several other U.S. international airports (SFO, DEN, DFW, PHX, LAS, SEA) 
and connect to domestic flights for travel into the Southern California region.  Today, the opposite is 
true.  That is, international travelers bound for other parts of the U.S. travel to LAX and connect to 
domestic flights to other U.S. cities.  Please see Section 1.3.6 of the Draft LAX Master Plan 
Addendum regarding the contribution of LAX as an international gateway. 

Page: 271, Sequence #1 
♦ The percentages on this chart only have nominal significance for a total number of 

passengers.  A different, better percentage to view would be that of percentage from the 
region.     

Response:  Comment noted. 
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Appendix D  
Interim Year Activity Analysis 
Page: 277, Sequence #1 
♦ The 3 cargo values can’t be the same if it is assumed that cargo will increase from 2 MAT to 

3.5 MAT!  If the assumption is larger aircraft, how will LAX handle these aircraft.   

Response:  The table is correct and the cargo design day operations are equivalent for 2005, 2008, 
2013, and 2015.  The increase in tonnage is achieved partially through an increase in aircraft size. 
The LAX runways and taxiway have been designed to safely accommodate all of the aircraft in the 
fleet, including the cargo aircraft.  The size of the cargo fleet was taken into consideration in the 
capacity analysis.  

In addition to an increase in aircraft size, it is important to note that the majority of cargo transported 
through LAX is carried by passenger airlines.  Sufficient cargo lift is available for Alternative D in the 
bellies of passenger aircraft, particularly international, to meet the projected demand for belly cargo. 

Page: 278, Sequence #1 
♦ Where is the backup data for these interim periods?  What is the aircraft fleet mix assumed?  

What changes are assumed to get each interim value?  How is the noise analysis used with 
regard to flight track noise?  What assumptions of runway use, alternative routes, etc. are part 
of the noise analysis?  What about topological and weather conditions?  Does the increase of 
aircraft operations add pollutants that make the noise conditions worse? 

Response:  The fleet mix data, hourly profile of operations, user group distribution, and fix 
distribution for Alternative D for the three interim years was presented in Appendix F. 

The design day aircraft fleet mix for each interim year that was analyzed was presented in Appendix 
F of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum (Tables F-1 through F-3).   

Appendix D of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, Sections D.1 and D.2 outlined the methodology 
used to determine the resulting passenger and operational numbers associated with the interim years 
of 2005 and 2008.  The 2013 interim year activity was assumed to be equivalent to the 2015 activity 
level for the reasons outlined in Section D.3 of Appendix D of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum. 

For information on the noise analysis and the use of flight tracks please see Section 2.1.3, Flight 
Tracks, and Section 3.1.3, Alternative D Flight Track Usage, of Appendix S-C1, Supplemental Aircraft 
Noise Technical Report, of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.  Additionally, please see Topical 
Response TR-N-1, Noise Modeling Approach, and in particular Subtopical Response TR-N-1.4, 
regarding simplified line drawing flight tracks vs. track dispersion. 

For information on runway utilization and flight track usage please see Section 3, Future Aircraft 
Operating Conditions of Appendix S-C1, Supplemental Aircraft Noise Technical Report, of the 
Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR. 

For information on the topological and weather conditions used in the noise analysis, please see 
Section 2.1.4, Aircraft Performance Characteristics, of Appendix S-C1, Supplemental Aircraft Noise 
Technical Report, of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR. 

The Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR addressed noise and air quality impacts associated with 
Alternative D in Section 4.1, Noise, Section 4.2, Land Use, and Section 4.6, Air Quality, respectively.  
Supporting technical data and analyses were provided in Appendices S-C and S-E and Technical 
Reports S-1 and S-4 of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR. 

Page: 278, Sequence #2 
♦ The statement that 2005 Alt D conditions are NOT equivalent to NANP.  In the earlier portion of 

this Appendix D it calls for closure of 25L.  NANP doesn’t have this closure in place.  At this 
point no air-field gates or other runway action is supposed to have occurred.  This means that 
at a minimum the often repeated 78 MAP inherent value for NANP applies, not 71.2.  Whenever 
the north runway work is started then there will be a temporary change to account for the 
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reduced number of runways.  Since the current constraint is traffic at Century and Sepulveda 
not air or gate ops, the theoretical capacity of LAX would actually go up because this 
constraint would be eliminated. 

Response:  The No Action/No Project Alternative is projected to accommodate 78.7 MAP by 2015.  
This alternative would accommodate fewer passengers in 2005 than in 2015 due to projected aircraft 
size.  The No Action/No Project Alternative enplanements/departure ratio is projected to be 115.96 in 
2005, increasing to 127.47 in 2015.  This accounts for the lower number of passengers served in 
2005, as compared to 2015.  The 2005 enplanements/departure ratio is lower than in 2015 as a result 
of the assumption that aircraft size would not increase beyond the unconstrained forecast in any 
particular air service region.  Please see Chapter V, Section 3.3.2.1, 2005 Alternatives, of the Draft 
LAX Master Plan for further detail. 

The Century and Sepulveda intersection was not the limiting factor in determining the capacity 
constraints at LAX.  The Master Plan analysis determined that the ability of the existing airport to 
serve additional passengers is limited by the capacity of the Central Terminal Area curbfront and 
access roadway system.  Until the Alternative D Central Terminal Area improvements are 
implemented and in place, the capacity of LAX will be limited by these roadway constraints.  Please 
see the response to Comment AF00001-58 for more information regarding the Central Terminal Area 
capacity limitations. 

Page: 279, Sequence #1 
♦ Why was the 2008 scenario assumption that 1996 levels would not be exceeded for peak hour 

ops?  What is the basis of this?    

Response:  This assumption was applied for all alternatives with four-runway systems.  Peak hour 
aircraft operations activity was defined based on the capacity of the existing four-runway system at 
LAX in visual operating conditions.  Given that in 1996 the airport was already operating at a less 
than desirable level of service, peak hour operations in all alternatives with four runways were 
assumed not to exceed the levels observed in 1996.  Please see Chapter V, Concept Development 
November 7, 2000, of the Draft LAX Master Plan, Section 3.3.2, Final Iteration Constrained Activity, 
for further information on this assumption.  

Page: 279, Sequence #2 
♦ What is the theoretical capacity of NANP at this point since it is indicated that Alt D in 2008 

will use the remote west pads.    

Response:  The capacity of the No Action/No Project Alternative in 2008 is not required by NEPA for 
the EIS/EIR and therefore was not calculated. 

Page: 279, Sequence #3 
♦ Alt D talked about upgrading and adding cargo facilities in the south and west areas.  How is 

the capacity equivalent at the intermittent times?    

Response:  All cargo facility improvements would be in place by 2008 with Alternative D.  Therefore, 
the Alternative D 2008 cargo capacity would be equivalent to that available in 2015. 

Page: 280, Sequence #1 
♦ How is the commuter ops going to be limited?    

Response:  It is assumed that the airlines would limit commuter operations in response to the 
capacity constraints at LAX.  Please see Comment Response SPC00308 - 27 regarding constraints 
on activity levels. 

Page: 280, Sequence #2 
♦ Isn’t there a difference between peaks of domestic and international?  If the peaks differ, then 

they’re not mutually exclusive and there is no expectation that airlines will reduce operations.   

Response:  Yes, there is a difference between the international peak hour and the domestic peak 
hour.  In addition, the peak hour for each region of the world will differ.  For example, the peak hour 
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for flights to Canada differs from the peak hour for flights to Europe or Asia.  The operations for each 
individual air service region were evaluated for each hour of the day, taking into consideration the 
overall capacity of the airfield and airline scheduling needs (time zones, when passengers prefer to 
fly, etc).  The domestic air carrier schedules were flattened throughout the day (including both the 
domestic peak hours and the international peak hours) in order to allow more international operations 
to be scheduled. 

Appendix E  
Alternative D Airside Analysis 
Page: 291, Sequence #1 
♦ Why are the general aviation facilities being built?  If the objective is to push towards larger 

aircraft why is another GA being built?   

Response:  Please see Response to Comment PC01496-1 regarding general aviation activity and 
facilities at LAX and Response to Comment PC01391-9 for a discussion on accessibility of the 
airport.  

Page: 292, Sequence #1 
♦ This assumes that the movement of 25L will be done with/without Alt D.  Where is this written?  

What documentation authorizes and approves this construction?  Similarly in the next 
paragraph of E.1.2 where is the authorization for the expansion of cargo facilities? 

Response:  It is not assumed that Runway 25L would be relocated without Alternative D.  The text in 
question is pointing out that if Runway 25L were open in 2005 under Alternative D, then the activity 
used to evaluate the 2005 Alternative D conditions would be the same as the No Action/No Project 
Alternative activity level. 

It is not assumed that the new cargo facilities would be developed without Alternative D.  The 
paragraph in question is discussing the level of activity used to assess Alternative D in 2005.  As 
discussed in the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, Appendix E, Section E.1.1.3, the Alternative D 
cargo facilities would not be constructed by 2005.  Therefore, the cargo activity level used to assess 
Alternative D in 2005 is equivalent to the 2005 No Action/No Project Alternative, which does not 
include new cargo facilities. 

Page: 293, Sequence #1 
♦ If the gate layout will be according to type of aircraft, how many of the airlines will have to 

move their operations to be in multiple terminals based on the layout of the gate capacity 
types? 

Response:  As discussed in Section E.1.3 of Appendix E of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, 
the airlines were classified into airline groups for the purpose of assigning gates to each flight in the 
design day schedules.  Therefore, it is not possible to state the number of airlines that would be 
required to move their operations to multiple terminals.  The airline-gate allocations were devised 
based on type of aircraft and airline groups.  One of the key considerations in developing the gate 
layout was to ensure that the airlines’ operations would be convenient to passengers and efficient for 
the airlines.  Every effort was made to consolidate each airline group into a specific area, within the 
constraints of the gate facilities provided by Alternative D. 

Page: 301, Sequence #1 
♦ If there is a substantial difference (388’ movement south) between NANP and Alt D runways on 

the north side why is it assumed that the patterns to approach will be the same?  Also, if 
cargo will be increased and moved along with a different mix of aircraft for various airlines 
how will the "efficient" runway be used to assure landing nearest the gates 

Response:  The airspace route assumptions from the outer fixes for Alternative D would be the same 
as in the No Action/No Project Alternative for capacity simulation purposes.  The actual routes would 
be shifted south as a result of the runway relocation, however, all relevant assumptions would remain 
the same. 
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The simulation analysis found that it would be most efficient for arrivals to be allocated to the runways 
based on aircraft size and the origin of the flight, not based on gate location.  This results in longer 
taxi times but maximizes the efficiency of the airspace and reduces delays by reducing crossings in 
the air and reducing in-trail separation requirements. 

Page: 302, Sequence #2 
♦ How was the noise model completed without this modeling?  Was it assumed that the 90% of 

the flights in the other direction were sufficient?  If there are any changes in the flight paths 
going east and/or west is it not important to note them even if it doesn’t push the noise over 
the 65 CNEL threshold? 

Response:  Comment noted.  The noise analysis was done in complete compliance with appropriate 
FAA and scientific principles, including FAA Order 1050.1D and Order 5050.4A.  The Supplement to 
the Draft EIS/EIR addresses noise impacts associated with Alternative D in Section 4.1, Noise, and 
Section 4.2, Land Use.  Supporting technical data and analyses are provided in Appendix S-C and 
Technical Report S-1 of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.  East flow airspace was not modeled 
for Alternative D because the airspace routes are the same as the No Action/No Project Alternative or 
Alternative C.   

At LAX an automated noise and operations monitoring system is in use that provides daily records of 
flight operations by virtually all aircraft using the facility.  The FAA's Automated Radar Terminal 
System (ARTS) records are accessed by software owned and operated by LAWA’s Noise 
Management Bureau to obtain location and other descriptive information related to each arrival and 
departure.  This information is processed to assign each aircraft to one of several predefined flight 
track corridors and the resultant information is loaded into a relational database.  The database 
includes aircraft type as designated by radar, runway and flight track assignments, user identification 
and flight number, type of operation (approach or take off), and its time of occurrence.  Records of 
flights are extracted from this database with proprietary software developed for and owned by the 
Noise Management Bureau to produce a compiled report of operations for any period desired.  This 
processing automatically assigns an INM aircraft type (based on the aircraft fleet records of each 
carrier) to each operation and summarizes the number of arrivals and departure by each type during 
day, evening and night hours.  Subsequent processing provides take off trip distance assignments 
based on the scheduled destinations served by each aircraft type/carrier combination, as extracted 
from the Official Airline Guide for the period under consideration.  The data are then compiled into a 
format that may be processed by the computer noise model to produce patterns of noise exposure.  
The Noise Management Bureau would continue to use this system in meeting its responsibility to 
regularly monitor and report on noise conditions in the airport environs.  Section 2.1.5 of Appendix D, 
Aircraft Noise Technical Report, of the Draft EIS/EIR describes this process in greater detail. 

During the period 1996 through 2001, the annual data indicates that an average of 4.5 percent of all 
arrivals were made to the east and 1.3 percent of all departures were made to the east.  The noise 
computations for future years conservatively assume that 5 to 6 percent of all departures will be made 
to the east, based on long-term wind conditions and the most efficient operating conditions.  Air 
Traffic Control at LAX purposefully keeps aircraft in westerly flow as much as possible to minimize the 
impact of departure noise on residential areas around the airport. 

For information on noise analysis and use of flight tracks please see Section 2.1.3, Flight Tracks and 
Section 3.1.3, Alternative D Flight Track Usage, of Appendix S-C1, Supplemental Aircraft Noise 
Technical Report, of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.  Additionally, please see Topical Response 
TR-N-1, Noise Modeling Approach and in particular Subtopical Response TR-N-1.4, regarding 
simplified line drawing flight tracks vs. track dispersion. 

Page: 304, Sequence #1 
♦ One important flow is not shown; night ops which take off and land over the ocean.  Why is 

this not addressed?  What impacts will this have on the models and noise or pollution impact 
predictions? 

Response:  An independent analysis was performed to determine the impact of the Over-Ocean 
operating plan, which is in effect daily from 24:00 to 06:30, on the rest of the day’s operations.  This 
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analysis was presented in the Draft LAX Master Plan, Chapter II, Existing Conditions Working Paper, 
in Section 2.5.4, Over-Ocean Operation Impact. 

The Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR addressed noise and air quality impacts associated with 
Alternative D in Section 4.1, Noise, Section 4.2, Land Use, and Section 4.6, Air Quality, respectively.  
Supporting technical data and analyses are provided in Appendices S-C and S-E and Technical 
Reports S-1 and S-4 of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR. 

Page: 304, Sequence #2 
♦ In eastern ops the north takeoffs make a hard left to the north which is not shown.  The south 

side turns slightly to the south for spacing.  These generalized flows doesn’t help with the 
analysis of impact on local communities or areas as much as 10-15 miles out where aircraft 
are already descending approaches at 3000’ and less.  Where are these analyses in the report 
document?  How are the impacts taken into consideration and at all mitigated?  This is 
especially true for eastern ops when takeoffs are done exclusively over highly populated 
areas instead of an ocean. 

Response:  Comment noted.  The generalized airspace routes shown in Figures E-9 and E-10 were 
developed to illustrate airside capacity simulation assumptions only.  The noise analysis was done in 
complete compliance with appropriate FAA and scientific principles, including FAA Order 1050.1D 
and Order 5050.4A.  For information on noise analysis and use of flight tracks please see Section 
2.1.3, Flight Tracks and Section 3.1.3, Alternative D Flight Track Usage, of Appendix S-C1, 
Supplemental Aircraft Noise Technical Report, of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR. 

Please see Topical Response TR-N-1, regarding the noise modeling approach and TR-N-4, regarding 
noise mitigation.  

At LAX an automated noise and operations monitoring system is in use that provides daily records of 
flight operations by virtually all aircraft using the facility.  The FAA's Automated Radar Terminal 
System (ARTS) records are accessed by software owned and operated by the LAWA’s Noise 
Management Bureau to obtain location and other descriptive information related to each arrival and 
departure.  This information is processed to assign each aircraft to one of several predefined flight 
track corridors and the resultant information is loaded into a relational database.  The database 
includes aircraft type as designated by radar, runway and flight track assignments, user identification 
and flight number, type of operation (approach or take off), and its time of occurrence.  Records of 
flights are extracted from this database with proprietary software developed for and owned by the 
Noise Management Bureau to produce a compiled report of operations for any period desired.  This 
processing automatically assigns an INM aircraft type (based on the aircraft fleet records of each 
carrier) to each operation and summarizes the number of arrivals and departure by each type during 
day, evening and night hours.  Subsequent processing provides take off trip distance assignments 
based on the scheduled destinations served by each aircraft type/carrier combination, as extracted 
from the Official Airline Guide for the period under consideration.  The data are then compiled into a 
format that may be processed by the computer noise model to produce patterns of noise exposure.  
The Noise Management Bureau would continue to use this system in meeting its responsibility to 
regularly monitor and report on noise conditions in the airport environs.  Section 2.1.5 of Appendix D, 
Aircraft Noise Technical Report, of the Draft EIS/EIR described this process in greater detail.  

During the period 1996 through 2001, the annual data indicates that an average of 4.5 percent of all 
arrivals were made to the east and 1.3 percent of all departures were made to the east.  The noise 
computations for future years conservatively assume that 5 to 6 percent of all departures will be made 
to the east, based on long-term wind conditions and the most efficient operating conditions.  Air 
Traffic Control at LAX purposefully keeps aircraft in westerly flow as much as possible to minimize the 
impact of departure noise on residential areas around the airport. 

Page: 305, Sequence #1 
♦ There are several variations to the routes shown on this diagram.  How are they taken into 

consideration for this analysis? 

Response:  The purpose of these figures is to illustrate the primary airspace routes for purposes of 
the capacity simulations.  Actual routes flown may differ, however, the use of the primary routes is 
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sufficient for purposes of determining capacity and delay.  The noise analysis takes into consideration 
the actual routes flown by the aircraft at LAX.  Please see Section 2.1, Data Sources and 
Assumptions of Appendix S-C1, Supplemental Aircraft Noise Technical Report, of the Supplement to 
the Draft EIS/EIR. 

Page: 306, Sequence #1 
♦ In eastern ops the southern pathway shows straight out to Downey.  In actuality more planes 

turn south to go west after takeoff. 

Response:  The initial calibration and baseline simulation analysis prepared for the Master Plan 
determined that all east flow departures from the same complex are in-trail to the 3 DME (Distance 
Measuring Equipment) arc from the LAX VOR (approximately one nautical mile from the 24R/24L 
runway ends).  Turboprop departures turn at this point while jet departures continue in-trail for 
approximately two nautical miles from the north complex and about 10 nautical miles from the south 
complex.  This assumption influences the separation required between successive departures.  
Please see Chapter II, Existing Conditions Working Paper, of the Draft LAX Master Plan, Section 
2.3.4, Airspace Operating Assumptions, for further detail regarding the east flow airspace 
assumptions.  Please see the response to Comment AR00003-7 for more information on how these 
assumptions were developed and verified with LAWA, FAA, and the LAX carriers.  It is important to 
note that the airspace diagram shows generalized flows only and are sufficient for capacity simulation 
purposes.  Actual flight paths may differ somewhat. 

Page: 307, Sequence #1 
♦ Do the taxiway directionals change with a change in direction of ops?  If safe spacing between 

the runways requires a taxiway distance, why are the dual direction taxiways on the side of 
the runways nearest the terminals not an even greater spacing?  Will they be dual directional, 
but not be allowed to be used in both directions at the same time?   

Response:  Yes, the taxi flows are different when the airport is operating in west flow versus east 
flow.  Figures E-11 and E-12 show the west flow primary airfield taxi routes and Figures E-13 and E-
14 show the east flow primary airfield taxi routes. 

The required separation between a runway and a taxiway is greater than the required separation 
between two parallel taxiways and/or the required separation between a taxiway and a non-
movement area.  Therefore the separation from a taxiway to an aircraft parked at a terminal gate 
would typically be less than the separation between a taxiway and a parallel runway.  The separation 
between the parallel taxiways in question is sufficient to accommodate unrestricted movement by all 
aircraft except the New Large Aircraft. 

Page: 307, Sequence #2 
♦ What is an uncoordinated runway crossing?  With all the rationale used to justify the runway 

movements to reduce incursions how is it justified that those crossing are not managed?   

Response:  The exhibit incorrectly labels uncoordinated runway crossings on the north airfield. There 
are no uncoordinated runway crossings on the north airfield.  However, there is an uncoordinated 
runway crossing associated with a bypass taxiway around the west end of Runway 25R that is not 
labeled.   

It is important to note that although a bypass taxiway is labeled as an "uncoordinated runway 
crossing," there would still be some level of coordination by the air traffic controllers.  The 
uncoordinated runway crossing label means that the bypass taixway is not treated as a runway 
crossing, however, aircraft using it would still be controlled by an air traffic controller.  Bypass 
taxiways were included in the LAX Master Plan alternatives recognizing that the procedures for their 
use were still being finalized.   

Although an uncoordinated runway crossing is permitted in Alternative D, it is only occasionally used 
because most of the gates are located in the Central Terminal Area and aircraft would have to taxi out 
of their way to use it.  In fact, during the busiest hours of the day (11:00 to 13:00), the bypass taxiway 
was not used at all.  Also, please see Topical Response TR-SAF-1 regarding safety issues. 
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Page: 308, Sequence #1 
♦ While this is under construction on 25L the taxiways appear to be using a method similar to 

the end around studied at Ames.  If this is found to be effective will it continue to be used?  
Where are the floating terminal pads going to be utilized? How will busses be routed to avoid 
the aircraft? 

Response:  End around taxiways are not a part of the proposed Master Plan Alternative D.  Any 
future modifications to the airfield that are not proposed in the Master Plan would be studied and 
proposed at a later date.  Any such modifications would be subject to public review and 
environmental analysis. 

The West Pad remote gates would be relocated to the CTA and converted to contact gates. 

Page: 310, Sequence #1 
♦ This applies to all the figures depicting aircraft ground movements.  None take into 

consideration the night time ops condition of take-offs and landings to the west. 

Response:  An independent analysis was performed to determine the impact of the Over-Ocean 
operating plan, which is in effect daily from 24:00 to 06:30, on the rest of the day’s operations.  This 
analysis was presented in the Draft LAX Master Plan, Chapter II, Existing Conditions Working Paper, 
in Section 2.5.4, Over-Ocean Operation Impact. 

Page: 312, Sequence #2 
♦ Is the assumption that flights would be cancelled to process arrivals prior to midnight?  This 

doesn’t happen now at night or during switchover from westerly ops to eastern ops. 

Response:  The assumption was that flights that are scheduled prior to midnight would be cancelled 
if they could not be processed at LAX prior to midnight.  Flights that would normally occur after 
midnight were still permitted to land and depart.  Flight cancellations are assumed only in high delay 
situations when air traffic control implements a flow control program to reduce demand on the 
airspace and runways.  Chapter IV, Facility Requirements, Section 3.1.1, Arrival Flow Control Delay, 
of the Draft LAX Master Plan discussed how the LAX flow control program works.  The airlines 
currently do cancel flights during situations of reduced capacity, at LAX and other airports in the U.S.  
The need to cancel flights would increase in the future as delays increase with Alternative D and with 
the No Action/No Project Alternative. 

Page: 313, Sequence #1 
♦ What do the percentages mean?  I.E. on 24R and 24L Krauz is listed without % whereas on 

south complex 25R has no % yet 25L shows 79%??  Explain what these mean and how they 
were determined.  Also how are these factored into the model to determine pollution patterns 
and noise patterns. 

Response:  The percentages indicate the percent of flights from/to a particular fix that are using a 
particular runway.  Percentages were listed if more than 30 percent of flights from/to a fix used a 
runway.  For example, 79 percent of Krauz jet arrivals were assigned to Runway 25L and the 
remainder were assigned to Runways 24R and 25R in 2015.  Runway 24L did not have any Krauz 
arrivals.  The percentages were compiled from the results of the simulation analysis. 

The Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR addressed noise and air quality impacts associated with 
Alternative D in Section 4.1, Noise, Section 4.2, Land Use, and Section 4.6, Air Quality, respectively.  
Supporting technical data and analyses are provided in Appendices S-C and S-E and Technical 
Reports S-1 and S-4 of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR. 

Page: 315, Sequence #1 
♦ What is assumed in NANP? In several areas NANP included south runway changes despite 

nothing in writing approving it. What about night time ops impact? 

Response:  As shown on Figure E-17 and in Table E-3 of Appendix D to the Draft LAX Master Plan 
Addendum, the No Action/No Project has average delays of 13.34 minutes per operation and an 
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average of 29 daily canceled flights.  The No Action/No Project Alternative does not include any 
runway improvements.  Nighttime operations were included in the simulations and the results 
depicted on Figure E-17 of Appendix D to the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum reflect this. 

Page: 320, Sequence #1 
♦ The average peak hour throughput values are close for several alternatives.  What is the 

statistical significance values? 

Response:  Alternatives C and D, and the No Action/No Project Alternative have similar peak hour 
throughput values because they all have four runways with similar airfield capacity. Alternatives A and 
B, which both have five runways and similar airfield capacity, each have a peak hour throughput of 
172 operations.  The statistical significance of the differences is not required by NEPA for the EIS/EIR 
and therefore was not calculated. 

Page: 324, Sequence #1 
♦ Explain how the capacity in 2008 would only be 73.3 MAP since the south runways would be 

completed and widened with new taxiways while none of the gates are removed. 

Response:  Even though the separation between the runways on the south airfield would be 
increased and new taxiways provided, LAX would still consist of a four-runway system in Alternative 
D in 2008.  Therefore, the capacity would be limited.  In addition, although no gates would be 
removed in 2008, no new gate or landside facilities would be constructed by 2008.  Therefore, the 
level of passengers that could be expected in 2008 with Alternative D was determined based on the 
ability of the existing ramp to accommodate larger aircraft and the ability of the existing landside 
facilities to accommodate a higher level of origin and destination passengers.  Appendix D of the 
Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, Section D.2, 2008, described the capacity constraints associated 
with Alternative D in 2008 and the assumptions used to derive the 73.3 MAP capacity number. 

Appendix G  
Detailed SIMMOD Reports for Air Quality Purposes 
Page: 465, Sequence #1 
♦ What do these queue length charts mean?  Is it the number of aircraft?  Is it minutes?  What….   

Response:  The queue length tables refer to the average number of aircraft waiting to depart at each 
runway end for each hour of the day. 

Page: 467, Sequence #1 
♦ Why are the max taxi periods at strange hours (ie 2 AM, 5 AM) for arrivals and more steady, 

but high all the time for departures?   

Response:  The average taxi times shown in this table refer to the amount of time it takes an aircraft 
to travel unimpeded between its gate and the runway.  Runway 6R is not used by arriving aircraft 
during the day.  Therefore, the maximum taxi period will occur during the nighttime hours, when 
arriving aircraft are using the runway.  Runway 6R is used by departures throughout the day.  
Average departure taxi times are fairly consistent throughout the day because there are a large 
number of departures using this runway and they are all traveling from the same general gate area.  
This results in the consistent taxi times in each hour. 
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Appendix H  
Concept Development 
Page: 499, Sequence #1 
♦ Interesting assumptions that were not of consideration.  Also, why were the APM developed to 

the accept Green Line passengers instead of facilitating Green Line going north to a check in 
facility?   

Response:  As stated in Section 6.6, Automated People Mover Alternative D Concept, of Appendix I 
of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, each supporting LAX remote transportation facility (GTC, 
ITC, and RAC) will accomplish Level 1 screening of passengers prior to boarding the APM.  As 
addressed in Section 6.1, Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) Green Line Connection, of Appendix I 
of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, under today’s system, there are no known airport security 
measures other than organic security (deputy sheriffs riding the light rail cars, Closed Circuit 
Television (CCTV), and other proprietary security systems) inherent to general MTA operations.  As 
such, there are no identified or proposed passenger or airport employee inspection processes in 
place between the MTA Green Line and the CTA.  In addition, please see Topical Response TR-
SEC-1 for a more detailed discussion on security under Alternative D, and Responses to Comments 
SPHL00022-2 and SPHO00004-6. 

Page: 500, Sequence #1 
♦ So Manchester Square was decided upon in the initial considerations whereas the southern 

portion was unacceptable for reasons opposite to MS desirability.   

Response:  Comment noted. 

Page: 507, Sequence #1 and #2 
♦ What was the basis for the refinement to move the APM connection south?  How much curb 

space is needed?   

Response:  As stated in Appendix H of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, the APM connection 
was relocated south to be closer to the MTA Green Line connection at the northeast corner of 
Aviation Boulevard and I-105.  Curbfront requirements were addressed in Section 4.3.1, On-Airport 
Surface Transportation, of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR. 

Page: 508, Sequence #1 
♦ Why is the 100% EDS screening being done in the CTA instead at the time baggage is first 

checked resulting in a one-time review.  This way people will not have to carry all of their 
luggage from the GTC to the CTA.   

Response:  Section H.4, CTA Security Modification Analysis, of Appendix H of the Draft LAX Master 
Plan Addendum, was an analysis which investigated the potential modification to the CTA to 
incorporate 100 percent EDS in the existing terminal buildings.  In this analysis the GTC would not be 
constructed.  The APM as described in this option would transport people to and from the long-term 
parking lots and provide a connection to the Metro Green Line. 

Page: 514, Sequence #1 
♦ This option talked about replacement gates but the north side is shown intact.  Was this an 

accident in the first option that was just overlooked? 

Response:  As depicted in Figure H-12 of Appendix H of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, the 
West Pad remote gates would be relocated to the CTA and converted to contact gates.  This option 
did not make improvements to the north airfield complex, which would allow the north side gates to 
remain intact. 
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Page: 520, Sequence #1 and #2 
♦ What is the meaning of the statement, "It was determined through meetings…any 

recommended security modifications within the CTA be consistent with the long-term 
planning for all Master Plan Alternatives."  Of the 4 alternatives only D calls for elimination of 
personal vehicles.   

Response:  Comment noted.  Inasmuch as Alternatives A, B and C have a West Terminal, which 
would accommodate much of the passenger activity that would otherwise occur only at the CTA 
under the No Action/No Project Alternative and Alternative D, the nature of security modifications at 
the CTA under those other alternatives would respond to the long-term planning differently than 
Alternative D. 

Page: 521, Sequence #1 
♦ What are the hard constraints that were given by senior LAWA management as to which 

facilities were to be considered as hard constraints?   

Response:  The bullet points in the first paragraph on page H-40, of Appendix H of the Draft LAX 
Master Plan Addendum listed hard constraints.  Please see Figure H-24 of the document for depiction 
of these areas.   

Page: 521, Sequence #2 and #3 
♦ At what point was the lengthening of 24L over Sepulveda abandoned?  As we have said 

regularly, it would be a sad day to have all 4 runways destroyed by a truck bomb on 
Sepulveda.   

Response:  As stated on page H-77 of Appendix H of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, 
Alternative D8, which did not propose lengthening of 24L over Sepulveda, was carried forward for 
further analysis.  Please see Figure H-33 of the document, which depicted Alternative D8 option.   

Page: 541, Sequence #1 
♦ What is the separation distance for 24R/L?  Several places show 340’ but another says 388’?  

How was this value determined?   

Response:  As part of the refinement of Alternative D, multiple concepts were evaluated to determine 
which elements, and their corresponding configuration, warranted further analysis.  As indicated in 
Figure H-33 of Appendix H of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, Alternative D8, which was the 
option that was carried forward for further analysis, proposed a 1,040 foot separation between 24R 
and 24L.  

Page: 543, Sequence #1 
♦ The Belford area, like Manchester Square, is not LAWA owned-yet.   

Response:  Please see Subtopical Response TR-MP-3.1.2 that discusses land acquisition 
associated with Manchester Square and Belford under the Airport Noise Mitigation Program (ANMP). 
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Appendix I 
Comparative Security Analysis of Alternative D and the No Action/No Project 
Alternative 
Page: 605, Sequence #1 
♦ The entire theory of security expounded upon by this Appendix I of the Alt D Addendum 

corresponds to the SAIC study report of concentric levels of security.  It also states that LAX 
is too small to be secure and need the additional land of Manchester Square, Belford Square, 
and all of the other areas out to the 405 freeway to implement the security strategy.  Explain 
why the present land mass is insufficient and why some of the less used areas can not be 
secured in place of more land being added.  Explain why the lesser used cargo must be 
further developed to allow for an increase of 1.5 MAT.  

Response:  Comment noted.  Please see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 regarding security-related 
aspect of the comment.  As addressed in Section 3.1, Formulation and Refinement of Alternatives, of 
the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, Alternative D would be designed to serve approximately 3.1 
million annual tons (MAT) of air cargo activity, which is similar to the activity level identified in the 
scenario adopted by the Southern California Association of Governments’ (SCAG’s) Regional Council 
for the 2001 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).  This level of aviation activity is also equivalent to 
the No Action/No Project activity level.   

Page: 611, Sequence #1 and #2 
♦ LAX accounts for 1 in 20 jobs of Southern California.  This makes LAX one very significant 

target?  Explain why LAX has to be so dominant in air commerce instead of being a key in a 
more regionally disbursed system. 

Response:  Please see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 regarding security-related aspect of the 
comment.  Alternative D, Enhanced Safety and Security Plan, has been designed to serve a level of 
future (2015) airport activity comparable to that of the No Action/No Project Alternative, and will make 
the airport safer and more secure, convenient and efficient.  Alternative D is consistent with the policy 
framework of the SCAG 2001 RTP, which calls for no expansion of LAX and instead, shifting the 
accommodation of future aviation demand to other airports in the region.     
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